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Abstract

SUBORDINATE AND 'SUPERORDiNATt SCIENCE

PROCESS SKILLS: AN EXPERIMENT IN

SCIENCE INSTRUCTION USING THE

ENGLISH AND SPANISH LANGUAGE

WITH FIFTH GRADE CHILDREN IN

BILINGUAL SCHOOLS

By John R. Juarez

Chairman of Supervisory Committee: Professor Roger G. Olstad
College of Education

The purpose of 'this study was to determine if single

language instruction was any mor'e efficacious than bilingual

instruction in a science context. A main concern of the study was

to investigate the transfer, of learning science content and process

skills from'one language to another. Additionally, information was

sought on the students' reaction to bilingual science instruction.

The study involved 104 fifth grade-children from four

different schools in New Mexico that had had bilingual education

for at least four years prior to the study. The students were,

randomly-assigned to one of four treatment groups at each of the

four schools. The four treatment groups were instructed in

subordinate and supetordinate units of science.

Prior to Instruction all teachers were trained in the use

and presentation of selected science units.
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Three dependent measures were administered to the students.

The first 4ependent measure sampled the student performance in

initial science instruction. This measure was.administered

immediately alter stience instruction in the slibordinate science

activities, and each child took the individual competency measure.

The student was required to score correctly on at least'80 rercent

of the measure to meet criterion. The second dependent measure.

sampled the student performance on the final set of science

activities. This measure was also administered indiVidually. The

third dependent measure was administered to all students to

measure student language p'reference and attitude toward science

instruction.

Alpha was set at .05 to test the following hypotheses:

1. Bilingual children instructed in Spanish-will learn

sciewce content and process sUlls as well as bilingual

children instructed in English, but neither group will

learn the content and process skills as well as students

instructed bilingually in Spanish and'English when ctence

activities are presented in a subordinate and super-

ordinate order.

2. Bili-ngual children receiving science instruction will

demonstrate a preference lor instruction in twVlanguages

(Spanish and English) rather than instruction in a single

language.

The major finding of the study was that there was no

significant.difference between treatment groups receiving instruc-
, ;.

tfon bilingually and those having single language instruction. The

et,
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students receiving total instruction in English did no better on

the dependent measures than those students, receiving total.

4 instruction in Spanish, and students receiving instruction in both

Spanish and English performed just as well as those instructed in

- a single language. The students showed a statistical preference

for a bilingual environment as opposed to a.rlonolingual envirog-

ment. This was significant at the AS level.

..
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The topic of bilingua.lism has been studied extensively;

howeVer, bilingual education 'in the United States has been a

puzzling but little studied topic in the research arena.

Bilingualism and bilingual education are ndt the exclusive domain
it*

of the psychologist, sociolinguist, or Psycholinguist, but are

also topics that have caused increasing concern for educators.

Educators, today and in th'e future, have the task of

educating a heterogeneous populatiOn that in many instances have

limited English ;peaking ability or speak a language other than

English. It has been estimated that there are over five million

school children in the United States who have English as a frecond-
:-.;

language (USOE, 1975). An examination of United States educa-

tional history indicates that, at one time or another, the schools

have felt the inadequacies of trying to promote quality education

within a populace that is ethnically, racially, or culturally

different (Andersson and Boyer, 19709. In overview, with regard

to bilingual education in various states, it seems that the

problems of bilingual students have not been clearly articulated

and have been treated more as isolated incidents to the larger

problems of education for the dominant group.
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POLICY DEVELOPMENT IN BILINGUAL EDUCATION.

On January 2, 1968, the Elementary and Secondary-Education

Act of 1965 was formally amended to include Title VII, the

Bilingual Education-Act. Since that time the fedei.al government

has declared itself an active partic., ant in bilingual education.

Prior to, this, there ha¢ been some isolated efforts in bilingual

education, but not until the Florida school sys'tems felt tht full,

impact of the Cuban refugees was bilingual education for the

Spanish speaking. considered in .earnest (Civil Rights Digest,

1974). The Mexican-American/Chicano* had asked for many years

that the subject of bilingual instruction be given consideration.

George I. Sanchez (1951) wrote about his'concerns regarding the

education of Chicanos and the various aspects of their segre-

gation: legally, educationally, and morally. Presently, while

federal monies have reached only a very small percentage of the

total school districts that have,qualtfied bilingual students,

*"The term 'Mexican American' refers to persons who were
born in Mexico andnow hold United States citizenship or whose
parents or more remote ancestors immigrated to the United States
from Mexico. It also refers to persons who trace their lineage
to Hispanic or IndoHispanic forbears who resided within Spanish or
Mexican territory that is now part of the Southwestern United
States.

'Chicano' is another term used to identify members of the
Mexican American community in the Southwest. In recent years it
has gained a wide acceptance among many persons of Mexican
ancestry and reflects a group identity and pride in Mexican
culture and heritage. In this report 'Chicano' and !Mexican
American' are used interchangeably." Report VI: Mexican American
Education Study - A Report of the U. S. Commission on Civil
Rights, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Printing Office, February, 1974.
(Likewise, in this dissertation, the terms are used inter-
changeably.)

16
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strong support from states has been rather-Slow in developing.
4

For example, Article XII; Section 8 of the Cdnstitutian of the

4

State of New Mexico provides for the training of teachers in both

Spanish and English to instruct the bilingual populace. Section

10 of that same Article protects the equal right of education for
4

Chicano children. The New Mexico Constitution was adopted

January 21, 1911, and it is the opinion of this researcher that

little has been done in the interim to enforce the Constitutional

mandate. Massachusetts, in 1972, required bilingual instruction

for non-English-speaking children and Texas began the 1974-75

academic year with the introduction of bilingual edUcatlon (Civil

Rights Digest, 1974). Many of the recent clyelopments in bilingual

education have received impetus from various court rulings

(Lau v. Nichols) (Serna v. Portales) under the(fourteenth

Amendment and the Civil RightsAct of 1964.

BILINGUAL EDUCATION. IN PERSPECTIlk

With respect to the history of education: in the' United

States, there have been many educational experimihts and theories

that have failed, and bilingual - bicultural education-is just as sus-

ceptibleto many of the same failings that take a. toll of other.

educational innovations. Funtherrwore, bilingual education has not
,

been without its detractors and there have been several arguments

against it. Many persoYis considered bilingual education un-

American, not needed, of noeconomic'benefit, or.as a remedial

program for children.who have some learning isabpity. One by

17
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one the barriers have been removed. Nonetheless, there are still

many who are not convinced that bilingual education is legitimate

instruction.

Most eddcators involved in bilingual- bicultural education

are no longer concerned with developing an underlying rationale

for such instruction.' An abundanqe of research supports the

concept of instruction in the first language of the child
A

(UNESCO, 1953) (Modiano, 1968) (Moore, 1972)'(Ervin-Tripp, 1973).

Educators are now at the point of asking questions such as: ,Is

bilingual education working? Can the gains in :bilingual educa-

tion be measured? Can biltngual education be expanded to include

secondary, as well as elementary grades? What are the variables

that one.must isolate to evaluate bilingual programs?

BILINGUAL EDUCATIONASSUMPTIONS OF

LANGUAGE AND-COGNITIOk.

)

In bilingual education the relationship of language and

intellectual development with regard to psychology, psycholin-

guistics, and bilingualism is important. Psycholinguistics is

...interested in the underlying knowledge and abilities
which people must have in order, to use language and in order
to learn to use language in childhood. ..."underlying
knowledge and abilities" because language, like all systems
of human knowledge, can only be inferred .from the careful
study of overt behavior. (Slobin, 1971)

Developmental psychologists from the Piagetian school feel that

language is not essential for intellectual development. Language

can facilitate or organize experiences but language is of

18
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secondary importance in cognitive develoOment since sensori-
_

motor schemata occur earlier .(Ginsburg and'Opper, 1969).

Cognitiye development takes a natural course with respect to the

environment. }oweyer, Bruner (1966) pointed out that the

ipstructional environment has more to do with intellectual devel-

.opment 'than an environment relatively free of a structured plan
m

for intellectual growth: Language being a major pathway to this

. end.. It is through language development that the child frees

htmself from concrete situattons lo more perceptive and abstract
/

. elaborations.

Piage -t's notion'of cognitive gr9wth seems at first to
.....-

.

put him in direct opposition to exponents of'bilingual education.

Inhelder.et..al. (1966)' held that linguistic training proved of

little worth tn facilitating intellectual development and that the

postulated sequenCe of cognitive development by Piaget was

consistent with their findings. Slobin (1971) commented that

The gerieral findings (Irihel ,-et. al.) have.been that special

lin u. tic training will be of no avail to a child unless his .

level of cognitive development has already reached the point at

which it can embrace the relevant concepts rePresented by the

.words." The training described was in relationship to Piagetian

conservation tasks. Flavell and Hill (1969), Brainerd and Allen

(1971), and Glaser and Resnick (1972) reviewed and reported

highly successful training experiments in the Piagetian tasks

which contradicted Inhelder's earlier findings, Bruner (1964)
gr,

had earlier theorized that it was the highly suggestive visual
,..
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influences that caused cognitive dissonance, and that language

training could act as a mediating device.

Language is culture specific and rapidly develops fn a

reinforcing environment. The reality of the world is filtered

through the child's culture and environment. While VygotskY

(1962)' andPiaget (1974) differ in the relative importance

assigned to language, they do agree that language is developmental

.
in nature; developmental'in the sense of culture and environmental

influences. Vygotsky (1962) points to two methods by which a

language influences concept development; the scientific concept,

a language- influenced intervention development such as in the

schoolst.and spontaneous concepts developed in the home or

natural environment. Slobin (1971) in discussing Bruner's later

work concerning five sources of language-influenced intellectual

development quoted Bruner as follows:

(1) Words can serve as "invitations to form concepts."
That is, the very occurrence of unfamiliar words stimulates
the child to discover the meanings of those words. (2)

Dialogue between adult and child can serve to orient and

educate the child, providing an important source of exper-

ience and knowledge. (3) School creates the need for new
uses of language--particularly context-free and elaborated

uses. (4) Scientific concepts are developed in a culture and

are conveyed verbally. (5) The occurrence of conflict
between modes of representation can be a source of intellec-

tual development.

.These five aspects of language use in cognitive develop-
ment vary with culture and social clos, interact with one
another and can influence intelligence in many ways,

While evidence is still being accumulated; trends indicate that

language does play an important part'in human behavior and the

way'Wumans develop intellectually.

20
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Bilingual education is based on the premise that fluency

fn language is important in learning. If teaching is done in the

language in which the child is fluent, the learning will be'more

adequate than if the teaching is done in the language in which

the child is less fluent.' As Luria (1959) stated, "Human mental

activity takes place in conditions of actual communication with

the environment, in the course of which the:child acquires from

adults the experience of many generations." If one accepts

Piaget's concept of language development, the second language

introduces a symbol variable which confounds and complicates the

issue, especially if the child still maintains a centering schema

or structure. /n addition, the bilingual child up to the point"

of logical operations must reconcile ego-centric meaning with his

cultural meaning plus second language syntax and.meaning. By

using the language thai'' the child it most familiar with, the-

child is not penalized by having to develop fluency in the second

language. Further developing a bilingual fluency does hot handi,

cap growth in thschil4's cognitive and psychomotor development

(Peal and talbert, 1962) (Valencia, 1972). It is then expected
6.

that, after a period d tithe, there will be equal facility in

learning via both languages regardless of subject matter or

content (Valencia, 1912). Andersson and Boyer (1970) stated:

"This is the essence of bilingual-bicultural education: not to

block the child's learning by accidental limits imposed by any

one culture or its language-1!

21
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THE PROBLEM IN. BRIEF

Much of the teaching enterprise involves practice and

repetition. However, caution must' be exercised in the use of

repetition, particularly in a bilingual class where there is a

great tendency to translate the lesson verbatim into the second

language. Several serious consequences might result from this

situation: te=acher time might be expended on priority subjects

not:allowing enrichment'in'other disciplines, e.g., science;

children might cover less material; and, most importantly, the

,situation might result in a challenge to one of :the basic assuMp:

tons of bil-ingual education, that of transfer of learning across

languages. Additionally, Andersson and Boyer (1970) suggested

that:

...translation or near-translation involves three major
hazards in' a bilingual problem if the same child gets both
versions. First, it is boring. Hardly anything more damag-
ing could be said about elementary school instruction. Only
tWmost phenomenal child will learn from something that
bores him. Second, if the child knows he will get the same
thing sooner or later in his own best language, he will tend
to wait for that, and not reach for'the second language. And
third, materials that are translated for this Rurpose are
almost invariably unicultural in content.

There have been few experimental or descriptive studies to

confirm or reject the above statements (Peal and Lambert, 1962)

(Trevino, 1968). Teacher training at various institutions of

higher education introduced students to various types of bilingual

models and pedagogical techniques. While the undergraduates are
4

experiencing bilingual-bicultural teacher training, there is still'Y

some uncertainty as to the transfer of learning from one language

22
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to another. The issue is debatable. .0ne of the principle

intents of this study was to add some needed information to the

area of transfer of learning from one language to another. in the

context of a discipline, science in this case., A.setond, and
,

important intent of this study was to address Itself to the

questiom of whether bilingual instruction. had any moee.significant

value than single language instruction, in terms of learning when

the content was unicultural sciente material.

f
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Chapter 2

REVIEW 6F,ELATED LITERATURE

The review of literature in'this study is comprised of

four major components relating to the instruction of bilingual

children. These components are (a) transfer with regard to

subordinate and superordinate process skills, (b) language

acquisition and development, (c) assessment -of learning potential,

and (d) bilingual science instruction. As much as possible these

topics have been examined, especially as they relate'to the

Chicano child and to elementary school science.

Recent work on children's langua§e acquisition has ',brought
out strongly that .the child is not just a passive vessel of"
sense impressions. He actively strains, filters, reorganizes
what he is expose4 to. His imitations are not exact dupli-
cations or even random reductions of input but reflect
knowledge similar to that revealed in his other uses of
la,nguage. In this respect, first and second language learning
must be quite alike. The learner actively reorganizes, makes
generalizations, simplifies. (Monograph No. 23, The Report of-
the Twenty-First Annual Round Table Meeting on Languages and
Linguistics, 1970)

TRANSFER OF LEARNING

Perspectives on Transfer

There is a psychological- issue that revolves around, the

0

notion of transfer of learning or training. The issue stems

primarily from the different attributes assigned to the transfer of

learning or training. Since the early part of the nineteenth

century and up until the present, the concept of transfer of learn-

ing has occupied A rather prominent role in research.

2 4



Formal discipline, the process of exercising the mind by

learning difficult subjects, was once considered the .best vehicle

for general transfer. In what are considered classical studies,

Thorndike and Woodworth (1901) found little correlation between

the difficulty of ,'school subjects and mental abilities in a sample

of over 13,000 children.

Judd (1908) developed a generalization theory of transfer.

In his experiments, Judd took fifth and sixth grade boys, equated

them, and split them into experimental and control groups. He

explained the principle of refraction to the experimental group,

while the control-group received no explanations and were left to

discover the nature of refraction by 'experience-. Both groups were

allowed to throw darts at a target that was submerged in twelve

inches of water. There was no appreciable difference between

control and experimental groups with regard to success. However,

when the depth of the water was altered to four inches the cont71

group performance fell markedly. The experimental group made the.,

proper adjustments and were significantly more successful.

Thorndike (1914) on the other hand, utilizing his earlier

experiences in studies with Woodworth, formulated a theory which

accounted for some of Judd't observations. Thorndike considered

transfer to take place most effectively when "identical elements"

were involved. Thorndike's experiment called for training subjects

to a high degree in estimating areas of rectangles, lengths of

lines, weight of objects, and marking parts of written speech. The

findings of the study gave indication that traininghad a positive

25
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. ".

effect and that transfer was greater when the similarity of the

tasks had a positiive correlation.
1

The studies s mentioned provide an historical perspective,

but are only a sample of the number of experiments that began to

accumulate. (Oratat.(1935) reviewed some 167 experiments on

transfer ,of which Illooncluded 76 percent to be successful. The

studies are too 'varied to give detailshere, but Trow (1958)

commented:

In the hundreds of researches that have been conducted in
transfer oftraintng, three definite conclusions recur again
and again. The fit.st is that intelligence is positively
correlated with transfer. The second conclusion is that in
general the more, nearjy similar the tasks. the greater the
transfer,: The third dlear conclusion from the experimentS is
that methOds of learning and instruction are of prime
importance, b.

i.

Transfer is n'ot as clear-cut as it may appear to be. It varies

along with Varliations in learning theory. As Shulman. (1968)

indicated, available literature had not resolved the issue of

transfer of learning, especially as it applies to any.psycho,logy

of learning". 4
.A prime issue in the transfer controversy .is the question

of how the different proponents of learning define transfer. It is

not easy to discuss transfer, in relation to competing theories of

learning, when in fact the operational definitions,given transfer

are not compatible. They are not compatible in the sense that the

concept of transfer is one of the central concepts of all psycho-

logical theories of learning. This becomes even more significant

when learning theorists cannot agree on basic educational issues.
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For example, Shulman (1968) briefly examined the positions of

Gagne and Bruner in terms o( instructional objectives, instruc-

tional styles, readiness, and transfer, and points to their

differences as follows:

The positions of Brunee and. Gagne take very different
points of view with respect to the objectives of education.
This is on of the major reasons why most attempts at
evaluating the relative effectiveness of these two approaches
have come to naught. ,They really cannot agree on the same
set of objectives. Any attempt to ask which is better- -
Michigan State's football -team or theChicago White Sox--will
never succeed. The criteria for success are different, and
it would be absurd to have them both on the same field
competing against each other.

....let it be noted that when two - conflicting approaches
seek such contrasting objectives, the condqct of comparative
educational studies, becomes extremely difficult. (Shulman,

19-68) r-

To resolve whiA psychological theory of learning best accounts for

the phenomenon of transfer would be a monumental task and well

beyond th pe.and intents 'of this study. The issue is

9
owever, in order to show the need for any study.on,recognized

transfer to make clear the psychological theory which underlies it.

In the case of this.study the underlying theory of learning is.the

cognitive theory which will be.brefl

section.

The Cognitive Position and Transfer

d in the following

A

As 1t was already indicated, the various ways psychologists

observe and categoriie Malan behavior is not exactly consistent

from psychologist to piychologist. In order to define the

cogniiive position, let us look at how Ausubel (1966) differentiated
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it from the neo-behaviorist position. According to Ausubel, the

neo-behaviorists are concerned with observable learned behaviors

such as those which manifest themselves in stim s-response and

in- environmental conditions which -influence those behaviors. The

neo-behaviorists are reluctant to address the notion of conscious-

ness which cannot be reliably observed. They believe that only by

Observing categorizable behaviors can general scientific statements

be made regarding behaviois. The cognitive psychologists, an the

other hand, (again, according to Ausubel) assume quite the

opposite and feel that by examination of the different states of

consciousness more appropriate statements regarding human furiction-
.

ing and underlying cognitive process can be made.
, .

Ausubel classified Bruner, Gagne, aria himself as cognitive

psychologists., However, Ausubel stated that both Bruner's and

.Gagne's position on transfer differ from that of his own as

follows:
-

Tbis difference stems in part from their somewhat more
behavioristic conception of the nature of knowledge as
consisting of the capability of performing different classes
of problem-solviPg tasks. Thus, in fostering transfer,Gagne
focdses on the learner's possession of the component or
Subordinate problem-solving capabilities required for manifest-

ing a given higher-order problem-solving capability. Concen-
trating more on the deductive aspects of transfer, Bruner
emphasizes "generic learning!' because it can facilitate
derivative problem-solving, that is, the solution of problems
that are particular exemplars of a more general proposition.
Ausubel.on the other hand, views knowledge as a substantive
(ideational) phenomenon rather than as a problem-solving
capability, and regards transfer functions of cognitive
structure as Applying more significantly to reception learning
thanto ptobleM-solving in the typical classroom situation.

(Ausubel, 1966)
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Thus, even within a particular psychology of learnihg such as that

of the cognitive theorist, there are many interpretations as to

the significance and methods of transfer. This necessitates even

more specific identification of the learning theory this study

reflects. The specific theory is that of Gagne.

Gagne's Cummulative Model for the Transfer of Learning

Gagne (1962) developed the cummulative model for transfer

of learning. It is a hierarchidl scheme for transfer and resembles

some earlier studies of Maltzman (1955) and Harlow (1949). The

model is constructed of several sequences of subordinate and

superordinate skills that are the results of task analysis. The

subordinate and superordinate process skills will be discussed

jointly with Gagneli concept of transfer because they are the

essential elements of the model.

Gagne, in his work on programmed learning, based some' of

the important aspects of his theory on task analysis and cummu-

lative learning, 'as a model for specific transfer, on his

research findings (Gagne and grown, 1961). One of his studies

evaluated the performance of seven ninth grade boys on a

series of mathematics tasks relating to a final activity of finding

the sum of n terms in a number series. The final task was identi

fied and then a systematic breakdown of the subordinate tasks

required to achieve the final task was accomplished by continually

asking what the student must know and be able' to- do before he can

accomplish a particular task. ,EMploying the method of task
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analysis, nine subordinate tasks, arrajiged in ahierarchial order,

were-identified.
.

Gagne stated that there are two important variables for

which one must account in a model such as the one he postulate.

-

These two variables were knowledge and instruction. Knowledge was

defined as the capabilities that an individual possesses at any

,stage. Instruction consisted of the following components: (a)

recognizing and acknowledging the required final task, (b) identi-

fying the elements of the task, (c) receiving practice and

repetition to insure recall, and(c) being guided by one's thinking.

Gagne further stated that positive transfer depended on "(a) the

recall of relevant subordinate learnfngsets, and upon (b)_the-

effects of instruction." (Gagne, and Brown, 1961)

In the experiment, students were tested on a series of

tasks in mathematics until they reached a point of being unsuccess-

ful. An individual instructional program was then set up to foster

achievement at the next higher level of the series of nine tasks.,

Gagne's success rate with the experimental group averaged 86 per-

cent. He interpreted the results as positiVe evidence of the

knowledge hierarchy. One of the overall conclusians was that if a

subject passed a higher level task no lower task was failed. Gagne

stressed that individual differences may have accounted for less

than 00 percent ss in .his experiment and that a model of

transfer such as the one he conceived needed to take into consider-
,.

ation these individual differences as an important variable.
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In an associated work, Gagne and Smith (1962) pointed to

4the importance of not only knowing what 'are the expected terminal

behaviors in -a problem-'solving,situation, but the ability to

formulate the terminal task and subordinate elements in the

subjecttltown words.

Gagne and Smith, working with twenty-eight ninth grade boys4

jnvestigated two suppositions: The first was to find if,problem-

solving was facilitated or interfered, with when a subject was

required to verbalize a discovered principle (solution set)

related to a particular task. The second was to investigate if

differences in performance, were the result of the effect of

instruction;whi, h .included verbal des.criptions of a discovered

principle.

The twenty-eight boys were distributed into four treatment

groups: (a) Verbalizing, Solution Set; (b) Verbalizing, No

Solution Set; (c) No Verbalizing, Solution Set; (d) No 1lerbalizing,

No Solution Set. The task for the experimental groups was to

move a set of discs from one circle ig,anoth'er circle in the least

number of possible moves, maintaining the same size order of the

discs.

'The Verbalizing groups out - performed, those subjects not

. required to verbalize their moves. Gagne felt that the act of

verbalization caused reflective and creative thinking, thus

accounting for the better performance of the verbalizing groups.

If this conclusion is accepted, then it would seem to this -

researcher, that the student who has a language preference would
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certainly be at a disadvantage unless the ,student is given- the

opportunity of utilizing his preference language. On the other

hand, if a bilingual student has a language preference, it may

lead-him to be more verbal in one language.

For the bilingual situation, this work of Gagne is subject

, to many interpretations. It is the opinion of this investigitor

that the study builds a good case for the student who is bilingual

and might prefer to verbalize in one of two languages. In a

bilingual school environment, the student would have several

opportunities to express his preferred learning style.

In this study Science--A Process Approach (1968) was used

as the model for'transfer,.which is consistent with Gagne's model.

Science--A Process Approach reflects the cumulative model for

transfer of learning described by Gagne (1968) and it is his

operational definition of transfer that was used An this study:

Cummulative learning thus assumes a built-in capacity for
transfer. Transfer occurs because of the occurrence of
specific identical (or highly similar) elements within
developmental sequences. Of course "elements" here means
rules, concepts, or any of other learnecreapabilities.

In addition, Gagne (1965) (1962) clarified the hierarchial scheme

of subordinate and superordinate skills in his hypothesis:

(a) no individual could perform the first task without
having those subordinate capabilities (i.e., without being
able to perform the simpler and more general tasks), and
(b) that any superordinate task in the hierarchy could be
performed by an individual provided suitable instructions were
given, and provided the relevant subordinate knowledges could

be recalled by him.'

One of the crucial tests of Gagne's model was the assessment of

Science - -A Process Approach. This was especially significant,
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because the research data was accumulated from various test sites

through the country'which refiected.not only rural, suburban, and

urban children but also the different social and economic

conditions o hildren from kindergarten through sixth gr-ade.

Walbesser (1965) designed the,model far evaluation and the

hypo :sis be tested was stated as follows:

If behavioral objectives are stated, instructional
activities written for guiding the teacher based upon the
stated atjectives, and behavioral hierarchies constructed from
the stated objectives, then the percentage acquisition of th-e_.

stated behaviors'by the learners' will be the same for all
socioeconomic levels: (Walbesser and Carter, 1968)

The data supported the hypothesis, but there was a socioeconomic

effect. All process skills were investigated and it was found that

disadvantaged children,tend to perforth better in the skills of

Observing and Classifying than in the Numbers'and Communicating

processes. - It was reported that verbal fluency may have effected

the acquisition of certain behavior skills. Nonetheless, Gagne's
,

model of cummulat
I

learntng proved to be quite successful with

respect to .transfer.i'
j.

In employing Gagne's model of cumulative learning in this

study it Was assumed that his model of transfer of learning, as

depicted)1(ence-.4 Process Approach,would,be the most useful

of the Averal elementdry,sCtence projects to generate the desired

behavioral data on. transfer to match the transfer assumption 'of

bilingual education. In reviewing major elementary science

projects,, the investigator found that Science--A Process Approach-

had built-in instruments to sample the skills and competencies

acquired by the student. By use of a binomial scale on a dependent
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measure, behavioral data can be o

.,

btained. for analyzing transfer.

Ramsey and Howe (1969) pointed out that of the elementary science

projects, Science--A Process Approach, at that time, was the only

major project that had an evaluation

model for learning.

design to substantiate its

While there is no conclusive evi

Gagne's model accounts for the transfer o

dence tio state whether
g .

f learning better than

other models for transfer of learning, his model is successful in

producing the desired- effects of his definit

(Shulman, 1968).

It was not the intent of this review t

ion of transfer

o resolve the issue

of transfer of learning. the investigator, for

study, accepted the operational definition of tra

Gagne t1968). This rev.iew centered on describing

the purpose of the,

nsfer as .stated by

ome aspects of

the Chicano child as a student, keeping in mind Shul

. statement:

man's (1968)

Individual differences,in learning styles are major

determinants of the kinds of approaches that work best with

different children. Yet this is something we have in general

not taken into consideration at all in planning curricula--and

for very good reasons. As yet, we do not have any really valid .

ways of measuring these styles. Once we do, we will have a

powerful diagnostic tool. Subject matter, objectives, charac-

teristics of children, and characteristics of the teacher are

all involved in this educational decision.

Gagne.,(1962) expressed this same concern, and work by Ramirez

Castaneda (1974) with bilingual Chicano, children showed promis

this area.
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LANGUAGE ACQUISITION AND DEVELOPMENT

The development of the.capacity to function in an open or

a structured institutional environment poses certain problems for

the bilingual child. This .is so because the languige that the

child brings to the school may.or may not-be valued in.terms of
.

learning by the school. In-addition,' the facility with language-'

may coven a broad spectrum of competencies of which the schooltmay

be ignorant.
ti

Bilingualism is an achievement that arrives by many
routes. The bilingual-in-process might be a child growing up
in a bilingual adult milieu, member of a bilingual family, or
or a monolingual minority. He might be an adult who has
moved to a- d4fferent linguistic environment. The learning
process might be casual or systematic pedagogy. The differ-
ences in what the learnet" hears, what he is expected to say
and how much formal correctness is demanded from the start
make for radical differences in the process of acquisition
according to age and milieu. (Jones, 1973) ,

For the bilingual child as for other children, language is

developmental, progressing from being highly, dependent on con-

crete experiences to abstract socialized functions. Several

research studies indicate that language at an early Wage is not

only quantitatively but qualitatively different for'the child as

opposed to.the adult (Piaget, 1974) (Vygotsky, 1962) (Ervin- Tripp,

1973). The spoken language of the child is iearnedin a social

environment and as a consequence it may be expected that the

learning of content is concomitantly affected (Ervin-Tripp,

1973). However, because the language is learned in a social

envfritment, the amount of social support is crucial for further

development. AccordiJPg to Jones (1973), "Social support appears
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to be of greater importance to children than to adults." Social

.support in this context means:

...that the learner hears speech in several languages .

outside the classroom, either because he moves between two
monolingual communities or because there are consistent rules
governing alternations in a bilingual community. (Jones,
1973)

Many instances have been documented where children learn a

language in a particular social environment in addition to that of

their parents only to have language atrophy occur upon being

removed ftom the language-end social contact in which it was

learned. Once the social support is absent, the extinction is

rather rapid. Witness the- case of students studying a foreign

language in, an academic atmosphere void 6f social support. This,

however, is not the case for the Chicano. Depending on the sbcial

setting, the Chicano child might move through a spectrum of

,language settings during 'any one day. The child may speak only

Spanish to his parents or grandparents, a mixture of Spanish and

English with peers and English most often in school. There is

social support for language development of the child. Nonethe-

less, the relative importance attached to the language is directly

dependent on the dominant socioeconomic influence in the community.

In Monograph No. 23, The Report of the Twenty-First Annual Round

Table Meeting on Languages and Linguistics (1970) it was reported:

If the root problems of Chicano children in our 'schools
are social, rather than linguistic, we can expect that the
comparable structure here would provide a fully bilingual
program, as in Miami. Thus the Chicano children could see
their own language respected as a medium of instruction, and

see Anglophones struggling to learn it as they learn English.
It would not be surprising if in such fully bilingual programs
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they eventually learn school English better than children in
schools where English is the sole medium of instruction--=
even though they hear and speak less English in the course of
the school day.

This postulate is partly supported by Douglas Muller (1974) in

his six year evaluation of a 'bilingual program in New Mexico. It

is also important to note that the relative value placed on the

language is crucial for acquisition and retention. Labov (1965)

indicated:

Values play an important role in determining whether a
given condition of social support will produce or sustain
learning. At a gross level, beliefs about the ease or
appropriateness of becoming bilingual may affect the
probability of child or adult learning.

If there is social support and a high value placed on bilingual-

ism then the only limiting factors are the opportunity to express

talents and the individual's intellectual capacity.

ASSESSMENT OF LEARNING POTENTIAL

Much has been written about intelligence and its relation-
.14

ship to race and ethnicity (Palomares, 1965). And while many

ethnic groups have been scrutinized by a battery of achievement

and intelligence tests, the Chicano has borne the brunt of recrim-

inations resulting from such testing. According to Report VI:

Mexican American Education Study (U. S. Commission on Civil

Rights, 1974), Chicanos have been disproportionately placed in

classes for the mentally retarded on the basis of intelligence

tests that do not measure the intelligence of Chicanos, by

achievement tests that cannot accurately predict the achievement
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levels of Chicanos and by diagnostic tests that are incapable of

iadequately expressing thefunderlying.structure that constitutes

the cognitive functioning of the Chicano. In addition, Prevailing

stereotypes held by the dominant society allow some ethnic groups

to avoid the humiliation and intellectual insult forced onthe

Chicano.

That Chicanos posed a problem to the Anglo educational

system has been recognized since both came into contact. The

problems was recognized in the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo of 1848

which ended armed hostilities between the United States of America

and the United States of Mexico. Though the educational rights of

the Chicano were protected by treaty, very little was done to

compel states to adheres

Early psychological studies, whether ill-intentioned or

not, had the effect of laying the grdundWork for segregation and

subsequent search for cognitive defects in the Chicano child

(Sanchez, 1974). Coers (1935) in a study for the purpose of

bringing about the assimilation of Spanish speaking children with

the children for whom the school system was originally planned,

assumed that teachers and administrators had come to realize the

importance of knowing hoW the achievement 4f the "foreign"

children compared with that of the children of other white stock.

His findings were consistent with many studies to come later that

indicated that the relative achievement of the Chicano group was

greatest on the arithmetic computation test followed closely by

the relative achievement on the spelling test. The Anglos

.3 8
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nonetheless out performed the Chicanos with the.Chicanos perform-."'

ing poorest on language usage.

Lamb,(1930) earlier had shown that Chicanog do better:on
.

tests of manual dexterity than,Anglos. There Ketle'eight perfor7

mance tests, in which dexterity was important. Included in the

tests was the Goodenough Draw-a-Man Test. The Chicano ranked

highest in four of the tests and tied for superiority in another

which led the investigator to conclude that certain racial groups

develop early skill in manipulation greater than that of the

average "American" child. No mention was made if there was a

positive.correlation between performance on the tests and intell-

igence or achievement; and if skills in manipulation are related

to language development.

Cater, Tireman (1951-), who had been working with Chicano

children in New Mexico since the early 1930s, showed in his

studies of Chicano children through eight grades, that there was

a continual strengthening of arithmetic reasoning and arithmetic

fundamentals as the child progresses.

A trend had already begun to indicate that the Chicano

performed,better on tests that measure reasoning ratherthan
4N31

those tests measuring verbal comprehension. The ability of the

Chicano to performrbetter in arithmetic'fundaMentals was neither

attributed to any one specific cognitive structure or advantage

nor extrapolated to the notion that arithmetic functions and

symbols are the precise 1a9guage of science. A correlation of

this type has yet to be conclusively indicated. However, the
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nature of the tests themselves and their freedom from cultural

bias began to be questioned by Chicanos (Sanchez, 1974)

(Palomares, 1965).tx-,'

The genesis of the question led Jensen (1961) to

initiate his own studtes-relative'to the intellectual and learn-
,

ing abilities of Chicanos. Using the California Test of Mental

Maturity for matchii0 purposes, he ran several IQ groups of

Chicanos and'hnglos through certain learning tasks. Jensen

pointed out that hi4W IQ's are very rare among the Chicanos as

measured by the California Test of Mental.Maturity. His learning

tasks gave evidence of what Chicano educAtors had been saying,

but had been unable to convince schools and other educational

A4
institutionsthat tests such as the California Test of Mental

Maturity may be able to distinguish and predict between low IQ

and high 0 Anglos, but are inadequate instruments for Chicanos.

Jensen's:results showed that a significant number of Chicanos

classified 4s slow learners actually are quite normal and perfor-

med in the learning tasks as well as the high IQ Chicanos and

Angfos.
!

The question of .cultural bias in tests of IQ and achieve-

ment gave vent to different pathways in search of a genetic

component or an environmental casual relationship (Shockley, 1972)

(Gage, 1972) in intelligence. Scattered evidence from other

fields showed that childryn from different cultures and different

language groups performed differently on problem solving tasks

(Zimmerman and Rosenthal, 1972) (Bernal, 1971). It also became
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increasingly clear that'C no children are .brought up to view

the world and reality differently from tfibir Anglo counterparts,

Thus, their language and their value orientation results in a
,

periormancesgnificantly different from the knglo(Karadenes,
.

.1971) (Manany, 1971) (Eglq, 1971) (Bongers, 1971) (Beman-, 1972)

(Kagan and-Madsen, 1971)". Jensen (1973) later wrote!

Our'test of...Mexican-Americans show they do rather poorly
on the culture-loaded types-of tests based on verbal skills
and knowledge, but they do better on the culture fair test...
that measure the ability to generalize, to distinguish
differences and similarities, to see relationships and to
solve problems. The tests measure reasoning power rather
than specific bits of knowledge.-

Killian (T971) concluded after a three year longitudinal

studyon SpanishL.speaking children that there is no evidence of

cognitive deficits save a problem with the English language in

verbal umprehension. Roberts (1970) Mad earlier indicated that

some of the same tests used in Killian's research are misused

when they are used for identifying language development. I Both

studies were funded by the Office*Dt..Education.
. ,

Some sophisticated tests (e.g., WISC, Stanford-Binet

Intelligence Test, ITPA,,11.1fM Gestalt:Test) have been administered

to Chicanos; they have participated willingly or unwillingly in

some educational experiments. The 'results continue to show that

there exists a common core of language, culture and cognition,

and a' dependency essigned to these results by society and its
op

educational instttutions. If-one of the ends of society s a

pluralistic existence and dignity in being, different, then the

idea must permee that society including its ,educational
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institutions. The idea must go directly to the nucleus of the

school;_ its curriculum,. -the specific disciplines which contribute

to that curriculum, and its instructional staff.

BILINGUAL INSTRUCTION--RELATIONSHIPS TO

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE

Science education in the elementary and secondary school

has made significant changes and advancement in the last ten to

ti

fifteen years. Some of the more important changes that have

occurred are found in particular philosophies of education and

have merged psychological theories of learning with broad scien-

tific concepts and procet-s skills. In a highly technical and

scientific society, 'it is desirable and even mandatory that the

citizenry be scientifically literate (NSTA, 1964). Children

shOuld understand themselves, their environments and how these

interact. Bilingual education gives indicitions of being a very

effective tool in developing desirable cognitive skills in science

as well as'bdevelopin't the humanistic qualities important to the

cultdrally different child.:

Because of its nature, science has become a discipline

that knows no national boundaries. Scientists are able to

communicate ideas and experimental work and share a symbolic

language that to a certain extent communicates across languages.

The progresithat has been made, and will continue to.be made, is

not the private domain of arty one ethnic, religious, or national

gro4; though there has,been a tendency for particular groups to

excel in science (Hardy, 1974).
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Educators involved in bilingual-bicultural education have

sought information and answers regarding the best methods and

materials for implementation in bilingual programs. Often this

decision is based on, the availability of materials in the market

place. This has been the case with materials developed for Chicano

children and those .exported to Latin American countries; for

example, the Biological Science' Curriculum Study materials.

Materials that 'have been especially designed to foster

scientific concepts and process skills in the dominant culture

have been used not prinOpally for this reason with Chicano

children, but to teach English language fluency. References are

made to increased vocabulary, reading readiness, interaction with

peer/teacher, pupil involvement, but little mention is ever made

of performance in science (Scheffer, 1969) (John and Horner,

1971).

Science techniques and materials have proved effective in

getting children involved in situations which lead to interaction

without the added burden of learning to read a symbolic interpre-

tation of reality stifling to their natural curios.ity. One at the

(
objectives of the new elementary science curricula has been to get

children actively involved and to develop positive attitudes about

science, but the emplKsis remains on the science and that is the

way the materials should be used. Additionally, the results of
i-

the translation of these materials are that they transmit the one-

culture influence. The desi%ability of this transmission must be

resolved by those involved in bilingual education. It is
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possible, as was done in Toronto,' Canada, with a mathematics

program (Giles, 1969) (Andersson and Boyer, 1970) to split the time

allocated to science and teach it as if it were two' different

subjects using two different languages. Teacher preparation and

available materials play an important role (Ott, 1968) (Trevino,

1968) (Hernandez, 1974).

Few science educators have concerned themselves with

bilingual education, yet there are indications from the literature

that bilingual science education might be a most fruitful area, for

investigation (Raisner, et. al., 1967) (Walbesser and Carter, --

1968) (Giddings, 1966) (Stevens, 1969) (Perales and Howard, 19,69)

(Jourdane, 1970) (Theiss, 1970) (Billeh and Pella, 19701. Of the

studies cited, the common consensus was that apart from further

investigations into the area'of science education, that a system-

atic approach to science be used taking into account the students'

development and the socio-linguistic environment of his home.

Bolger (1967) recommended that bilingual science programs should

be staffed by fluent Spanish speaking teachers and that bilingual

science programs Would be most successful with bilingual children

who tend to use Spanish most frequently. "Scattered evidence

from related fields to science showed that children from different
P

cultures and language groups perform better in bilingual situations

(Casitaneda, 1967) (Trevino, 1968) (Robinson, 1970). Whether the

differences in performances can be attributed to chance, linguistic

or cultural factors or pedagogical technique has not been fully

resolved.
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SUMMARY

-The review, of the literatui-e pointed to severat important

issues in bilingual education. One, there is a need to clarify and
.

state the concept of transfer of learning, based on some psycho-
...

logical theory of learning, asjt applies to bilingual education.

Because.transfer is one of the principle assumptions of bilingual

education, it is essential that the research began to identify the

conditions for this phenomenon. Secondly, it should be recognized

that any bilingual program must take,into account the developmental

nature of language and its relationship to cognition. Additionally,

the diagnostic instruments in vogue are not wholly adequate for the

requirements of bilingual programs. It is also necessary to dispel

the notion that bilingual education is strictly a language learning

experience per se; rapitr it is an experience that cuveys concepts,
,c,

processes and subject matter via language. And it is this last

issue that becomes even more significant to the researcher because

the topic of bilingual science education is of such recency that

research on it is almost completely absent -.
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Chapter 3

THE DESIGN OF THE STUDY

INTRODUCTION

Valencia (1972), in describing one of four underlying

principles of bilingual education, spoke of the "...use of the

learner's native language to facilitate the learning process and

avoid postponement of cognitive and psychomotor development."

With regard to second language development and learning,'he

further stated:

The moment for utilizing the second language in the-learn-
ing scheme is dependent on individual readiness, the nature of
the subject matter, and the learning activity. Furthermore,
since reading and writing skills are closeiy related among the
Indo-European language, a transfer effect will occur in devel-
oping such skills in the second language. (Underlining not in
the original)

In support of, this statement the noted Russian psychologist, L. S.

Vygotsky (1962) concurred:

Success in learning a fOreign language is contingent on a
certain degree of maturity in the native language. The child
can transfer to the new language the system of meanings he
already possesses on his own. The reverse is also true;-a
foreign language facilitates mastering the higher forms of the
native language. The child learns to see his language as one
particular system among many, to view its phenomena under more
general categories, and this leads to awareness of his lin-
guistic operations.

One of the purposes of.this experiment was to investigate

,
the postulated transfer effect. The second purpose of the investi-

gation was to determine the efficacy of bilingual instruction,

particularly with regard to science education. Andersson,and

4r)
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Boyer (1970) gave evidence that children instructed bilingually

made measurable gains over comparable groups taught the same

content but in one language. This evidence was not conclusive

with respect to science education.

SETTING

State

The State of New Mexico was selected as the site for this

study because of its history of bilingual- bicultural education in

the elementary schools. The schools selected for the study were

located in cities or towns with a population of 55,000 or less.

There were four schools that participated in the study. The

schools selected for the study, were separated by as much as 400

miles. Two schools were located in the northern part of the state

(Las Vegas) and two were located in the southern part of the state

(Las Cruces). In general, schools in New Mexico and in the South-

west that have bilingual-bicultural education programs have a

large number of Chicanos and,the Chicanos are usually the dominant

group in the bilingual classroom. In this study approximately 95

percent of the students were Chicano.

The development of bilingual education in New Mexico is

comparatively recent within the larger framework of educational

history in the state. Gonzalez (1969) pointed out that:

New Mexico is the only state in the union which may be said
to be effectively bilingual. This has repercussions in the
school system, advertising media, court system, entertainment
world, etc. .

. 4 7
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Unfortunately, the Spa4ish language is not taught in the

elementary years, and this has resulted in its becoming a
"second-class" language, passed on only imperfectly through
the oral tradition alone.

The Spanish language influence came into the state between

1539-1581 with the Spanish expeditions of Coronado, Chamuscado and

Rodriguez, and Espejo. Although there had been earlier expedi-

tions and trade routes established through the towns of investi-

gative interest, the Mesilla Valley (Las Cruces area) and the Las

Vegas area were permanently occupied by Mexican and Spanish

descendnts between the years 1800-1840. It was from Las Vegas,

New Mexico, that General Stephen W. ,Kearny in 1846 claimed New

Mexico and the west bank of the Rio Grande for the United States.

Las Vegas. The consolidated town of Las Vegas, New Mexico, has a

population estimated at over 14,000 by the 1970 census." The

economics of the town and county (San Miguel)' are dominated by

agribusiness; the raising of livestock the major endeavor.

The county is 80 percent Spanish surnamed with many resi-

dents living in small rural villages around Las Vegas. The rural

communities, while in most cases self-sustaining, are highly

dependent_on the town of Las Vegas for trade and commerce. 1%e

rural residents also depend on Las Vegas.for the schooling of

their children. The town has twq.schoof systems. When the two

towns (East Las Vegas and West Las Vegas) were consolidated under

one city, government, it was agreed that the respective towns would

retain their own school systems. The dual school system is not

the only unique feature df Las Vegas as indicated by the follbwing

statement:
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Part of the community of Las Vegas (population 17,000),
West Las Vegas is the poorer, older section peopled primarily
by Mexican Americans who have resided there for generations..
The town is in the northern, mountainous,region of New'Mexico,
60 miles from Santa Fe and 120 miles from Albuquerque. Las

_ Vegas is the home of Highlands Univer'sity (a small state-
supported institution with 2,400 students), of a state
hospital and a mental retardation facility. While a small
group of white professionals are affiliated with these insti-
tutions, the vast majority of the labor force is Mexican
American employed in construction, education (teachers, aides,
clerks), hospitals and filling stations. Although housing is
less costly than 'elsewhere, the modal income is only $5",600.
(Leger, 1973)

West Las Vegas has had bilingual education in the elemen-

tary schools since 1970, and the vast majority of students that

participate in the bilingual program are from low income families.

The same is true for bilingual programs in East Las Vegas. For

purposes of this study, a School was selected from each of the

school systems. in Las Vegas.

Las Cruces and Mesilla. Las Cruces is located in the southern

part of the state. According to the 1970 census, it has a popu-

lation in excess of 38,000. Related economics are tied to the
.

government facility at White Sands Missle Range, the state agri-

cultur'al school (New Mexico State Untv-drsity) and the building

industry. Las Cruces is the county seat of Dona Ana County and the

county has a strong agribusiness. While there are many small

farms in the area, there are some large corporate run farms. The

town is located some 45 miles from the larger metropolitan area of

El Paso, Texas. Las Cruces and the surrounding area has a large

Spanish surnamed populace and though many are involved in service

oriented endeavors, the larger portion are involved directly or

indirectly in agricultural related work.
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Las Cruces has had bilingual educationsince 1967. The

pr.agrams were concentrated at first in four schools and has

expanded since. Two of the early schools involved in bilingual

education were also included in this study. One school was

located in Mesilla and one in Las Cruces proper. Most of the

children participants come from families that have an income range

of $3,000 to $5,000. The Spanish surnamed children dominate the

bilingual classes with their percentage as high as 96 percent.

Relationships of Schools

To try to reduce the variability between schools, the

investigator kept the instructional -environment as physically

similar as possible in terms of the schools selected for the study.

Research on Science--A Process Approach (AAAS, 1968) showed that

variandes in instructional environment had little effect on perfor-

.mance of students. However, given the geographical locations of

the schools in the study, one would expect that there wowld be an

uncontrolled variability between schools. The investigator

expected that a between-school variability would be evident in the

final analysis. The homogeneity of subjects14was maintained by

random selection from a heterogeneous bilingual fifth grade class

in each school. Demographic and socio-economic data available

showed the students to be similar.

SCIENCE--A PROCESS APPROACH

Units from the American Association for the Advancement of

Science's elementary curricular project, Science--A Process
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Approach, were used in this investigation.

Overview of Curricular Developments

The national elementary science curricular projects place

'emphasis on the nature and structure of science and on the

processes of scientific inquiry. The underlying theme of most

projects is that it is important,to develop within the populace a

citizenry that is scientifically literate, to impart knowledge of

how humans are in dynamic interaction with the environment, to

develop the humanistic qualities necessary to live within a social

milieu and to harbor deep respect for nature and the order of the

natural world.

The new elementary science curricular projects stand in

contrast to what has occurred in elementary science in the past

and what occurs quite frequently today. That is, quite often the

teaching of science in the elementary school is relegated to

incidental ideas, to novel things as they come up or to the memor-

ization of isolated facts. The national elementary science

curricular projects believe that there is a more fruitful way for

children to learn and appreciate science. These projects approach

the matter of elementary science with a particular-)psychological

theory of learning grounded in a philosophy of science and with a

pejagogical system to reach the children.

Science--A Process Approach (1968 version).

Science--A Process Approach, is one of the national elemen-

.tary science curricular projects. The program had its inception at
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Stanfordliniversity in 1963. The curricular package is broken up

into seven Parts labeled A through G. Part A is the beginning

unit and can approximate kindergarten on up, although this does not

have to be the case. Each of the Parts consists of about twenty

exercises. Each exercise deals with a set of processes and is

color coded to distinguish the processes emphasized (AAAS, 1968).

Parts A through 0 are primarily concerned with the development and

acquisition of eight basic process skills: Observing, Using Space/

Time Relationships, Using-Numbers, Measuring, Classifying,

Communication, Predicting and Inferring. Parts E through G

concentrate on the integrated process skills which are more

complex in nature and are identified a$: Formulating Hypotheses,

Controlling Variables, Interpreting Data, Defining Operationally

and Experimenting.

As is evident from the title, the project stresses the

development of process skills. Hurd and Gallagher (1968) described

this process approach as follows:

The processes of science represent its more stable'el4ents
since the methods giving rise to science changes less
frequently than the concepts produced. Teaching the processes
of science--its modes of inquiry--is providing young people
with thinking tools that are not only applicable in the
context of science but to life in general. What more', if
children learn to use the processes of science,'they will come
closer to understanding the spirit of inquiry that character-
izes science.

Robert Gagne (1965) further elaborated:

The process skills are components of scientific inquiry,

the procedures that give rise to knowledge and define its

meaning. These procedures may be further subdivided into
simpler skills, thus ultimately reducing the complex task of

inquiry to a hierarchy of component processes.
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The philosophy of Science--A Process Approach. Science--A Process

Approach views the learner as a person that either has the

requisite skills or does not in regard to mastering a certain

class of tasks. It proceeds on the assumption that the learner

can be guided through a hierarchial arrangement of tasks to

mastery of those tasks If the sequencing of topics and the reoccur-;
of the ideas are reintroduced in a proper manner.

The pedagogy of Science--A Process Approach. The principal

pedagogical assumption of Science--A Process Approach is that the

student must be actively engaged in the learning process. This

means that the student will be involved in hands on activities.

The students are encouraged, challenged and questioned when work-

ing with a particular unit of Science--A Process Approach. With

the completion of a set of activities the students are expected,

either in a group situation or individually, to demonstrate a

minimum set of required behaviors. These are observable perfor-

mances consistent with the completed activities and are .known as

Appraisal or Individual Competency Measure.
4

Materials. The materials that the students work with consider the

intellectual development of the student and the materials are

viewed with regard to the acquisition of intellectual skills (Hurd

and Gallagher, 1968). They consist of prepackaged items referenced

to the teacher's guide and are self-contained materials, save for

consumable items.

i-0
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The psychological basis of Science-:A Process Approach. Science- -

A Process Approach is the most behaviorally oriented of the

elementary science programs andis the most structured. Its

psychology wis influenced by Robert Gagne who saw the development

of\the process skills in a hierarchial order. Each idea is

developed at its own requisite level and introduced as often (in

different contexts) as necessary in conjunction with one or more

ideas. Gagne saw differences in learning as dependent to a very

large degree upon differences in previous learning; linking the

learning of any scientific know ledge is dependent upon mastery of

previous knowledge. This means the orderly sequencing of ideas

and the learner knowing what learning goals are expected of him.

Two things characterize Gagne's thinking in Science - -A Process

Approach: sequence of topics and practice. In sequencing of

topics Gagne (1963) indicated:

Knowledge is a hierarchy of ideas, in which the more
complex ones depend for their acquisition on the previous
mastery of simpler ones. Thus when a curriculum designer has
in mind a set of ideas he wants students, to acquire, he must
ask himself very systematically, "What must the student already
know how to do, in order that he can acquire this new
knowledge?" The best way to construct the instructional
sequence is to begin at the end and work.backward with a
rigorous application of this question at every step of the way.

Practice ji a natural consequence to knowledge based on a hierarchy

of ideas. Gagne believed,that it is not only necessary for the

learner to acquire the more complex ideas, but he must have a ,

method of recalling simpler skilts for true learning to take place.

The best method of insuring that there is some permanence In

developing this type of learning is practice and repetition.
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Practice and repetition is not meant in the traditional sense,

but taking previously learned ideas or processes and presenting

them in new and novel situat4ons necessary for the acquisition of'

new ideas. In reference to what was previously stated., Gagne

defined ideas as "...an inferred capability of performing a class

of task's."

SUBORDINATE AND SUPERORDINATE SKILLS-

DEFINED FOR THE sTuDA

Robert Gagne (1963) in describing knowledges (sic) that an

individual should possess in developing generalizable behavioral

skills in science, spoke of many subordinate skills. Knowledges

carry the attributes of competency, skill and understanding.

Gagne postulated four conditions regarding the serious pursuit of
4

science and learning. In the four pos'tulates the recurring concern

was on building and developing subordinate skills to greater com-

plexity. He stated:

...each subordinate knowledge is conceived of as building
upon, and in a learning sense depending upon, all of the
simple subordinate knowledges in the sequence, as well as some
`in other sequences. A progression of sequenccks has been
postulated which make for a high probability 'r learning the
.next higher unit of basic knowledge, if the student has already
mastered,the related ones below; and for a 'low probability i$

he has not. (1963)

This investigator defined the development of the more complex

skill superordinate to the subordinate skill.

5 5
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HYPOTHESES

Research Hypotheses

The experiment was designed to investigate the following

research hypotheses:

1. Bilingual children instructed in Spanish wild learn

science content and process skills as well as bilingual chtqdren

.instructed in English, but neither group will learn the content

and process skills as well as students instructed bilingually in

Spanish and English when science activities are presented in a

subordinate and superordinate order.

2. Bilingual chi-ldren receiving science instruction
d

will demonstrate a preference for instruction in.two languages

(Spanish and English). rather than instruction in a single

language.

Statistical Hypotheses
4

To test the'research hypotheses the following statistical

hypotheses were investigated:

1. Subjects experiencing instruction in Spanish will not

perform significantly better on science competency measures than

those subjects exposed to instruction in English when the
ti

scientific content,is unicultural in nature.

2. Subjects experiencing instruction in English will not

perform "significantly better on science competency measures than

those- subjects exposed to bilingual (Spanish and English)

instruction when the scientific content is unicultural in nature.
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3, Subjects' experiencing instruction in Spanish will not

perform significantly better on science competency measures than

those subjects exposed to bilingual (Spanish and English)

instruction when the scientific content:As unicultural in nature.

4, Considering all the subjects within the study without

regard to treatment groups there will be no significant difference

between the proportion of bilingual children preferring a

bilingual approach to science instruction when compared with the

proportion of bilingual children preferring monolingual science

instreuction.

DESIGN

To test the stated statistical hypotheses'a 2 x 2

factorial design with complete replication was used to analyze the

science competencies of bilingual subjects. Language was one of

the independent variables and there wer two levels* af this

factor:* English and Spanish. Science content was the second

independent variable and again there were, two levels of this

factor, the subordinate and superordinate science learning tasks.

The dependent variables were two competency measures of science

achievement and a language preference and attitude inventory.

*Levels--"Many experiments are concerned with the influ-
ence of two or more independent variables, usually called factors,
on a dependent variable. The number of ways in which a factor is
varied is called the number of levels of the factor." (Edwards,

1968) When referring to the independent variables, this nomen-
clature will be followed.
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\'There were four treatment** groups as can be seen in Figur 1.

Treatment Group One was instructed in English only on both the

subordinate and superord.inate units of science instruction.

Treatment. Group Two received initial (first level) instruction in

English and final (second level). instruction in Spanish. Treat-

ment Group Three received initial instruction in Spanish and final

instruction in English. Treatment Group Four received instruction

in Spanish only on both the subordinate andsuperorainatp units of

science instruction.
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Figure 1

Organization of Treatment Groups

Initial Instruction

Subordinate Science

English $ anish

I
,

Treatment Group
English-English

, III
Treatment,Group
Spanish-English

. II

Treatment Group
English-Spanish

IV

Treatment Group
Spanish-Spanish

**Treatment--"With two or more factors each with two or
more levels, a treatment consists of a combination of one level
for each factor. When the treatments consist of all possible
different combinations of one level from each factor...the experi-
ment is described as a complete factorial experiment with equal
replication." (Edwards, 1968) When referring to treatments or
factorial designs this nomenclature will be followed.
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There were a total of 104 subjects in the study randomly

assigned with approximately equal numbers pear treatment group

(See Table 1)

Table 1

Distribution of Students in Treatment Groups,

School

Number of Students per Treatment

d
Treatment

1 ) \
Treatment

2

Treatment
3

Treatment
4

Total

School A 6 6 6 5 23
.

Srtitrol B 6 6 7 7 26

School C - 6 6 . 6 6 24

School D 7 8 8 8 31

Total 25 26 27 26 - 104

The treatment groups were drawn from a population of fifth grade

pupils in. four different schools., Though several school districts

offered classrooms for the study, only those schools that had

bilingual education through the fifth grade were selected. Also,

the schools with the longest history of bilingual education

through the fifth grade were selected as opposed to those schools

with relatively new experience in bilingual education in the upper

elementa'ry grades. Thus, four schools were selected for the study

and the fifth grade bilingual students within each of those schools

made up the population of investigative interest. When the class-

rooms were selected, the teachers in those classrooms were selected

5 ; f
,(1.6
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as the instructors. No other method was used in selection of the

teachers for the study. Randomization of subjects and treatments

was accomplished through use of random number tables for each of

the schools participating' in the study,

Teacher Training

A teacher training program was initiated to familiarize

the instructors with the program and the intent of the study. In

addition, teachet.: variability while not completely controlled was

assumed reduced by the training sequences shown in Figure 2 and

the assignment of each teacher to the instruction of the four

treatment greu-ps 4n their respecti4es-c-

participating in the study were bilingual. All teachers had

suCicient command of both the English and Spanish languages to

teaC both the introductory and final activities. The language

proficiency of the teachers was established by the state certify-

ing agency, the college from which the teacher graduated and the

directors of the bilingual projects. The ability of the teachers

to demonstrate competence in the science activities was determined

by the investigator in individual sessions with-the teachers. No

dependent measure was taken of the teacher competency in science

other than having them demonstrate proficieficy in the underlying

concepts and the indivtdual competency. measures,

Research on Science--A Process Approach (AAAS, 1968) gave

evidence that the amount of science a teacher had in college had

little or no effect on the performance with Science - -A Process

Approach materials or techniques, The evidence was taken from the
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many teacher training projects throughout the United States and
,--

pilot programs in various schools. The investigator assumed

these findings valid for the purpose of the study. The teachers'

ability to demonstrate the required competencies was verified-

through the training sequence described in Figure 2.

,

Step 1

Step 3

Step A

Step 5

Figure 2

Teacher Training Sequence

Introduction

Exploration of Bilingual

Solence Materiels

Training in

Classroom Procedures

Simu ation of

Ex eriment

Discussion

Teacher Iuestions

I?

Training. Sequence

The study utilized a five step procedure in the training

of bilingual teachers.

IntroAction. 'In step 1 the teachers were introduced to Science--

A Process Approach materials in general, in addition to those

appropriate to the fifth grade level. A minimum of one hour was

spent with the teacher in thii.endeavor and then the teacher was

allowed to explore the materials.
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Exploration of bilingual science materials. In step 2 the

teacher was allowed to explore the materials to be used in both

lanWages. The teachers were asked to take them -home and go

over them thoroughly.

Training in classroom procedures. Step 3 was devotecito discuss-
;

ing the specific processes, objective and sequencing of the

activities for the classroom.

Simulation of experiment. In step 4 the teachers demonstrated to

the investigator the ability to conduct the science exercises.

Theteachers utilized the.materials and protocol called for in the

science activities. These demonstrations were conducted in the

absence of students.

Discussion of teacher questions. After the activities were

completed, the' investigator and teacher discussed any problems,

real and anticipated. .-Questions were clarified on the data

collection and the procedure of 'the experiment.

Training Activity

A minimum of 'twelve hours with each teacher was spent in

training. This training was conducted during the teacher's

preparation period and after school. During the actual imple-

mentation of the science activities, the investigator visited with

teacheri and observed classroom activities. All the training

activities were carried out with individual teachers and not in

group situations. During each week over a five week period, the
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investigator would spend the first two days of the week with the

northern schools, the third and fourth days wittthe southern

schools andthe fifth day in analysis of the work progress and/

or in preparation for the newt week. .Often, time /n th fifth day

was spent with teachers, program directors and ,university personnel -

involved in. evaluation of the bilingual programs of inves lgative

interest.

Materials

The supplies and additional literature for the instructors,

including the required Spanish translation, were prepared by the

investigator. To aid the instructor in:introducng the first

lesson, supplemental materials to distinguish between observation

,

and inferences were provided by the investigator. Supplemental

literature was also provided by the investigator for teacher use

only. These materials and literature were not used in classroom

:situations but used only by the teacher during training (see

Appendices A and B). The translation of English to vernacular

Spanish of instructional materials was verified by practitione

in bilingual education (instructors at the university level,

teachers and project personnel) and language specialists (Spanish

language instructors and curriculum specialists).

EXPERIMENTAC. TREATMENTS

The experimen.tal scheme is shown in Figure 3. The com-

petency measures relate to necessary p- rerequisite learning of
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subordinate-iuperordinate content and processes as well as

facility with both English and Spanish. Each subject that was

included in the study must have successfully completed the first

competency measure and demonstrated 80 percent acquisition of

observable behavioral skills as suggested by Science--A Process

Approach (AAAS, 1968).

Science Content for Treatment Groups

All the treatment groups were instructed in two levels of

science: one from Part D and one from Part E from Science--A

Process Approach. As can be seen in Appendix C, the investigator

made.minor modifications in the materials. These materials were

judged appropriate by the developers of Science--A Protess

Approach for the proposed age and grade level. Process skills from

Science--A Process Approach, including Part D and Part E, are

arranged in a hierarchial order and the levels presented to the

subjects, reflected that hierarchy.

The sequence chosen for investigation was Inferring from

Science--A Process Approach (see Appendix 0). This particular

sequence occurs through several "Parts" which are units than can

approximate grade levels. Par s D and E were used in the study

because of their appropriatene s for students in the fifth grade

who had not earlier participate; in.the activities in Science--A

Process Approach. In addition, Science--A Process Approach makes

a clear distinction between the\competencies required in Part D

and Part E.
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Exercises in all eight of the basic processes are
included in Part D. Observing 18 is the final exercise in
the Observing, process sequence, and only one or_two exercises
in the other basic processes will appear in later parts.
Thus, when the children have completed Part their competence
in all' of the basic processes should be. at-a- high level (AAAS,
1968).

Part E requires an integration of earlier skills and greater

sophistication by the studen t

Exercises in seven of the basic processes and four of tke
integrated processes are included in Part E. The four
grated processes--ControlliKg Variables, Interpreting Data'
Formulating Hypotheses, Defining Operationally--are introduced
in this Part. Approximately 60 percent of the teaching time
is devoted to the integrated processes. There are two
exercises each on Formulating Hypotheses and Defining
Operationally, and four exercises each on the other two
integrated processes. AAAS 1968)

Subordinate and Superordinate Units

The subordinate science content was based on a set of

activities from THE DISPLACEMENT OF WATER BY AIR4SARKe.01rt

Inferring 5, Section E) and required the students to construct

inferences from observations and to test thdse.inferences. the

superordinate science content was based on INFERRING CONNECTION

BATTERIES IN ELECTRIC CIRCUITS (SAPA, Part E, Inferring.7,. Section

A). Inferring 6 was not included as it was horizontal to Inferring.

5 on the hierarchial chart (see Appendix D). The new set of

activities in Part E provided a new situation for the student to

demonstrate the transfer and elaboration of learning from one

context to another and modiging and generalizing prior leahring

experience to a more sophisticated. level. The new experience with,
inference required testing infirences and predicting future

outcomes.
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Sequence

As can be seen in Figure 3, after the initial treatment

(subordinate science), the students were administered an individ-

ual competency measure (see Appendix E). The 94 of 104 students

who successfully completed the first competency measure continued

to the second treatmeht. The students who did not meet criteria

were allowed to participate in the activities, but were not

included in the final analysis. Success was defined as attainment

of at least 80 percent of the specific task in the competency

measure as specified by Science - -A Process Approach. The score on

the first dependent measure not only determined whether or not the

indtyidual-Wbuld be a part of the final analysis, but after the

.adirrinTstra.ticrn"6f, the first competency measure (dependent measure)

the.factorial design required a one way analysis of variance. The

- -second individual competency measure (see Appendix F) provided the

--:*1 ..--AfecesSary data for the one way analysis of variance. In earlier

.

..

studies, Walbesser and Carter (1968) discussed the validity of the

competency measur_es. 0-instruments for determining success in

-..:%:Science.--A-rrocess-App-roach.

AT1.-fOU'f'treatment groups received 45 minutes of instruci-

tio-n orOh.esaTe day. Instruction days between schools differed

due to the number of students in each of the schools. The

...._tnstmcft6ifal-period covered ..a minimum of 20 dayi, and the number

9f.:actiNitAgS:.cevefred was consistent from school to school, As

---dan-he. seen in Figure 4, when a particular activity bra being

presEfffed, each treatment_grouvat each school receiv d,the same

-.-
.

4.k
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Figure 4

The Pooling of Treatment Groups

for Purposes of Instruction

Subordinate Science Instruction

Same Day Science Activities
,

lst'Hour Treatment Group Treatment Group
AND

I II

'(English) (English)

2nd Hour. Treatment Group Treatment Group'
AND'

III IV

(Spanish) (Spanish)

Superordinate Science Instruction

Same Day Science Activities .

.

1st Hour. Treatment Groat° Treatment Group
AND

III

(English) (English)

2nd Hour
...

.'s

Treatment Group Treatment Group
NB,:

--.,
IVII -

(Spanish)

_,

(Spanish)

.
. ----.-
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set of activities. Additionally, in order not to differentiate in

terms of time and quality between treatment groups in the qame'

language groups, thoseIhat were to receive their instruction in ..r

English were pooled and those who were to receive their instruction,

in Spanish werk-reoled. The teacher, therefore, had to teach the

lesson twice (Spanish and-English) instead of four times.' The

result was that the different treatment groups received the same

procedure within their assigned. language set.

DEPENDENT MEASURES,

Competency Measures

Evaluation instruments were designed by the author's 'of

Science--A Process Approach to measure performance by students 'on2

the specific parts of the program. These measures were called.com-
,

petency measures, and were prepared in .the form of separate tests,

each to be administered after completion of a relevant section of

instruction. ,For this study, the'researcher chose two of these

measures, each corresponding, as specifieeby Science--A Process

Approach, to the selection of content used in the investigation.
. .

..,..
For example, in this study the .two competency measures were admin-

.

istered to students who. p&rticipafed in the science activities .,

es,

related to Inferring 5 (e) fromJart D. and. Inferring 7 (a),fromL*art
..

E of 'Sc'ignce--A-Process Approach (see Appendix C for a description

of these sections). The children were allowed to answer questions

on the comptetency measure in the language of their choite. The

scoring on'the.competency measures was done,by using
4

69 .
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scale: the performance of behavio4r is either acceptable or not

acceptable. The teacher scored the first competency measure and,

the investigator scored the second competency measure.

The competency measures are designed to sample the attain-

.ment of the objectives stated at the beginning of the exercises.

While the tasks on the competency measures are not duplicates. of the

tasks in the activities, they are,smilar enough so that the student

can apply and generalize what .he has le"arned in the activities lead-

ing up to the tasks on the competency measures. The strategy is to

get the student to apply what he has learned in the science activ-

ities to new situations rather than using straight recall or rote

memorization.

Validity. The validity of the instruments or competency Measures

was assumed because Science - -A Process Approach stated that the

publishers had carefully tested the competency measures in their

*tryout gi.'aups over a three year-period. It was also this research-

er's ogintoWthat the coMpetency,measuees used were relevant to the

instruction under investigation, and. therefore had sufficient

content validity to be.arpropriate measures.

Reliability. The investigator used thee kuder-Rich'ardson Coefficient

Formula 21 (Ferguson, 3971) for determining the internal consistency

of the competency measures.

As can be seen in Table ,2,- the first competency measur had

a reliability coefficientof .12 and the second competency measure

had a reliability coefficient of .63. These results were lower

70
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bound approximations based on the overall ,group means and variances.

The low reliability coefficient for the first competency measure

was due to,the generallyklow total variance in the groups and the

number of items on the first competency measure. It should also be

recognized that a more discriminating test is needed, but the

nature of the individual administration of the competency measure

precludes the addition of sufficient items to increase the relia-

bility. The students performed well, as Science--A Process Approach

expects them,to; but it must also be recognized that the children

performed equally well in Spanish and in English.

The reliability coefficient for the second competency

measure indicated that-the measure as a whole tended to_gjscrim-

inate among subjects. This tends to support the selection of the

exercises_ftd.m Scercce--A Process Approach as being in sequential

order because there is a considerable difference in the coeffi-

cients of the first and second dependent measures.

Table 2

Kuder-Richardson Coefficient Formula 21
for Each Administration of Each Competency Measure

N

Number
of Items r

First Competency
Measure

104 5 .12

Second Competency
Measure

. 94- 13 ..63

Language Preference and Attitude 'Inventory

At the end of the final-tnstru.ctional'sequence a limited

71 ,
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response inventory was administered, to the students. The language

preference.and attitude inventory consisted of _fifteen questions

and was directly related to the science activities and classroom

environment in 'general. Content validity was assumed by the

investigator based on question types utilized in other attitude

and language preference inventories except that the inventory was

bilingual in nature. Fourteen of the questions were of the limited

. response type; i.e., A or B or C, and the fifteenth was an open-

ended question for the students to fill in. The inventory was

administered in English and Spanish (see Appendix G). The grgup

that had final instruction. in English received the English version

of the inventory and the subjects that received final instruction

in Spanish received the inventory in Spanish. The rationale for

the Spanish and English inventory was to detect if bilingual

education and the science activities had any relation to the

students' answers.

.'--11ELATIONSHIP OF DESIGN TO HYPOTHESES

The design set up an exper'iment that would enable the

investigator to test the stated hypothesis of. transfer of learning

science content in language complexes and.language dominance in

learning. The experiment had built-in:controls, relative to Treat-
-A t

ment Group Two (English-Spanish) and Treatment Group Three (Spanish-

English); Treatment Group One (English,rEnglish) and Treatment Group ,

Four (Spanisfi-Spanish) acts controls in this respect.

72
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Treatment Group One

Treatment Group One, in the design, received total

instruction in English. ThiSsgroup's4 performance when compared

with the other three groups should indicate whether or not

subjects instructed in English performed signifitantly better on

science content and process skills. All groups were minimally

bilingual as determirked by the teacher and had participated in

bilingual education for at least four years pnior to the study.

Because the population selected for study was heterogeneous when

language and academic skills were examined, there was equal chance

to demonstrate that141e Englis.h instruction is superior to other

types of instruction Within the parameters of the study. A

significant difference in fa.vor of the English- English treatment

as opposed to English-Spanish, SparliSh-English, and Spantsh-

Spanish would indicate that at Ms particular grade level,'

within the limitations of the study and design, English might be,

the preferred method Of instruction-for unicultural science

content.

Treatment Group. Two

Treatment Group Two had English instruction first and

Opanish second. This'enabled 'an examination of subordinate-

superordinate learning when first instruction is in English and

second in Spanish.' While this would be the case for other treat-

ment groups, it became4.more critical when the language of instruc-

tion as Well as the Science context is changed. Assuming that

the instructors were competent following training, success on ,

73
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both the first and second competendy measure's would indicate that

the transfer effect hypothesized is Correct because the firSt and

second competency measures are the dependent measures for the

, analysis. The degree of success of Treatment"Group Two on the

second competency measure allowed a comparison to be made with

the other treatment groups. A significant difference in perfor-

mance by Treatmept Group Two would suggest that this is the most

appropriate instructional sequence of the groups. Failure to

succeed, or a poor performance, in terms' of degrees of success,

would lead to the conclusion that this mode of instruction is not

as desirable as that in those treatment groups showing superior

performance. Because this particular treatment, group had the

language of instruction changed (English to' Spanish) from sub-
.

ordinate to superordinate levels and because the treatment is

language dependent, the results would also lead the investigator

to conclude that the transfer effect is only minimally successful

and other contingencies must be taken into account. It might be

that repetition of instruction in both languages or in one

'`language is necessary and that the subjects are expressing a

language preference.

Treatment Group Three

Treatment Group Three,, Spanish-English, was the inverse of

Treatment Group Two in the sequence of language, Treatment Group

Three had Spanish instruction first and English instruction

second. Superior erformance by Treatment Group Three would

indicate that ,the transfer of learning science processes and

i/4
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content has occurred in relation to the Spanish-English sequence.

The degree of success on the second dependent measure would allow

the investigator to:state that this is the preferred method of,

instruction. Failu're'to achieve success would result in the same,

conclusions as Treatment Group Two.

Treatment Group Four

Treatment Group Four, like Treatment Group One,, was

instructed in only one language. Treatment Group Four was

instructed in Spanish which would enable the group to demonstrate

a preference for or difficulty in this type 'of instruction when

compared with the other three groups. A significant difference in

favor of the Spanish-Spanish treatment as opposed to English,-

Spanish, Spanish-English., English-English would indicate that at

this particular grade level, within the limitations of the study

and design, Spanish might be the preferred method'of instruction

for unicultural science content.

LIMITATIONS

0

Most resear'chers.that initiate a study in bilingual

education find themselves in the uncomfortable position of cross-
.:

ing many disciplines. This becomes of increasing concern when the

researcher is interested ill a particular discipline, as was, the

case with this study. This researcher's interest lies in

bilingual science education,. The investigative problems

immediately surfaced: Would the linguistic aspects be adequately

dealt with? Would there.be a clear line of demarcation between
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science education and linguistic concerns? Would there be an

adequate treatment of language and cognition? Certainly there

were other questions that could be asked of a study of this

nature, but a caveat must be interjected at this point, This

study did not attempt to exhaust the study of bilingualism and

the learning of science.

This study was an attempt to add a small but significant

bit of information to an area that is much like a sleeping giant.

Sometimes it is better to get an accurate profile of the dimensions

of a field of study in order to place an idea into proper per-

spective, and sometimes we can learn a lot by taking a small core

sam4 ;7,4 ," NVZ .-t 55 5575.,5555",.. 55? /55.55. 5.

Lack of control of factors that vary systematically with

the experimental treatments provide a threat to the validity of

the study. Limitations included:

1. Geographic location of schools. As noted earlier,

not only were there 400 miles of separation between the northern

and southern schools, but differences in the location of the

schools within the towns themselves. Additionally, the southern

schools were closer to Mexico (45 miles) while the northern

schools were located in areas that had had permanent resident's

for several generations. 7 .

.

2. School environments. The school buildings and

personnel were quite, different. For example, some schools had

Anglo principalsand some had Chicano principals. The classrooms

varied.from school to school. Some classrooms were self-contained,

76
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with running water while others had no running water or were not

self-contained. Some of the classrooms were permanent parts of

the school building and others were temporary, units.

3. Teacher differences. Teachers differed in age and

tenure. Their teaching experience ranged from one year to beyond

seven years. Teaching experience with bilingual education

followed much the same pattern. Preparation ranged from Bachelor's

to Masters degrees. There were three female and one male teacher'.

4. Homogeneity of subjects. Studenti differed in home

environments. Some students came from rural farms and were bussed

to school and others lived in town within walking distance of
o

the school. Some students had more exposure to media (ra,dio,

television, newspapers, movies) than 'other students. The language

of the home varied from those that had total cdmmunication in

Spanish to those that used considerable English.

The list of limitations mentioned is not exhaustive but is

included to indicate that the investigator was keenly aware of

existing circumstances.



Chapter 4

ANALYSIS OF DATA

In this chapter the analysis of data and statement of

findings are grouped according to statittical hypothesis. Three

of the null hypotheses were tested by the ana.:lysis of variance

(Edwards, 1968) and one by use of Fattu's Nomograph (1939). In

all tests Alpha was set at 0.05.

INSTRUCTION IN SUBORDINATE SCIENCE ACTIVITIES

There were 104 subjects in the study, as can be seen in,

Table 3, divided approximately equailly into four treatment

groups. Table 3 also shows the number of subjects per treatment

per school and indicates that there were nine subjects which did

not meet the 80 percent criterion level established and were

eliminated from the study. There was no trend nor significant

difference established concerning which language treatment had

the greatest attrition (see Appendix H for raw scores). The

English-English treatment had the same mean attrition as did the

Spanish-Spanish treatment. One successful subject from School

B dropped from the study. This reduced the N of 95 to 94

students who successfully met the competencies required by the

science activities related to "Inferring 5" from Part D of

Science--A Process Approach and who participated,
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The analysis indlfdated that the. majority of:TtudentS'.ha.d..-

.. .

acquired and demonstrated the tempetencies reqUired.by'-the, ,.....,
.- ..- . ..--.::::::

_.. ..

dependent measure fOr the subordinate science activities and.V.era--'
:

..-

ready for the second set of science activities at the.sopef----
.

.

. .,..

ordinate level. ...

INSTRUCTION I -SUPERORDINATE SCIENCE -ACTIVITIES

Table 4 presents means and standard deviations for each ,

.

of the four-treatments grouped according to schobl. The data

ndicate"S that therewaslittle:VariatiOn.among or within schools

and the standard error indicated that the means were accurate

estimates of the parameters,. The deViations about the mean were

lao closeamotg -Igroups.

"'S'TATISTICAL ANALYSIS

.

Table 5 shows-thesums of the means of treatment groups and,

the sums o, the mean, School: Presenting the means as single
. --

observation's as depicted in Table 5 allows the investigator to

conduct the analysis when there were unequal N's (Edwards, 1968).

The analysisfof variance using means as single observations is

shown in Table 6.
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Table 4

Means and Standard Deviations on Second

Competency Measure by Schools

-Sclool A
Dependent
Variable

Group I 1

Group II 1

Group III 1

Group IV 1

School B

Group I 1

Group II 1

,.

Group III 1

Group IV 1

School C

Group.I 1

Group II 1

Group III 1

Group IV 1

School D

Group I 1

Group II 1

Group III 1

Group IV 1

6 10:167 1.169 .4'77

4 9.500 2.082 1.040

4 9.750 1.708 .854

5 8.800 1.789 .800

Standard
N Mean Deviation

6 13.000 .000 .000

6 12.833 .408 .167

5, 12.800 .447 .200

6 13.000 .000 .000

6 12.333 .817 .333

'',5 12.200 .447 .200

6 11.000 2.608 1.065

6 12.167 .408 .167

12.167 .753 .307

8 12.500 .535 .189

8 12.375 .518 .183

7 12.429 .535 .202

Standard
Error

81
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Table 5

Summary of Treatment Group Means by School

Group
1

. Group
2

Group

3

Group
4

Sum of Means

School A 10.167 9.500 9.750 8.800 38.217

School B 13.000 12.833 12.800 13.000 51.633

School C 12.333 12.200 11.000 12.167 47.700

School.D 12.167 12.500 12.375 12.429 49.471

47.667 47.033 45.925 46.396 186.021

In the estimation of variance and experimental error a

correction factor is attached to the within treatment mean square,

MSw:
%

ss
w
.Xx +4,x +2x + 4_2( = 90.370

L J 14,

df = (n-1) = 78

MS' = 1.159

The correction is

c = 1/k Z.,1/n
k
=1/16(1/6 + 1/4 + /4 + + 1/7) = 0.177

and the estimation of the variance becomes

cMSw = 1/111/nk MSw = (1.159) (0.177) = 0.205,
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Continuing with the sum of squares based on the data contained in

Table 5:

Cell = (10.170)2 + (9.590)2 + (9.750)2 +;... + (12.429)2 -

Schools . (38.217)2
4

(49.470)2
4

Treatments =

(187)2 = 2:417

(51.633) + (47.700
4 A

(187)2 26.629

(47.64 70)2 + (47.030)2 + (45.930)24
(45.400)2 (187)2 1.130/

,

4 "1-6

SCHocil X Treatments = Cells - Schools - Trea'tments

29.4)7.- 26.629 - 1.130 =_1.658 4

,+

Schools

In reference to Table 6, the analysii of varipnceshoOrs

that there is a significant F for schools. /

9 Table 6 /

Analysis of Variance for All/ Treatment Groups
on the Second Competency Measure ,

Source of Variation SLIM of Squares d.' f. Mean Squar,e F

Schools 26.629 % 8.876

Treatment Groups 1,130 k 0.377

Schoo X Treatment 1.658 4 9. 0.184
rt

Residua error) 90.370 '78 0.205

43.-384*

-"1.841

0.901

*Significant at 0.05

83,
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To be significant, F (.05) had to be greater tho'2.720. The

. value of F was calculated to be 43.384 which is highly signifi-

cant influenced primarily by School A. Other,socio-demographic

variables' as noted in limitatiOns may.have Influenced the

F, but these variables were not statistically

investigated. The significant F was expected since the 2 x 2 -.....,
.

factorial design called for complete replications in four,'

different schools. The statistic indicates that the schools

differ in overall level of performance.

,Treatment Groups

k' '_The calculated value for F showed there was no significant

difference between treatment
-

ment groups in the four schools. To be,

significant F (-.05) bad.to be greater than 2.720. The calculated

value. of E was 1.841 which ,did riot approach signiftc&nce:

Interaction's

The calculated value for F showed there was no significant,

interaction when schools were crossed with treatments. -,To be
,

significant, F (.05) had to be greater.,than 1.990. The value of

F was calculated to be 0.901 which did not approach significance.

'STATISTICAL HYPOTHESES

Hypothesis One

Subjects experiencing intructjOn in Spanish will not
perform significantjy better on 'science competency measures than
those subjects exposed to English instruction when the scien-
tific content is Unicultural in nature:

84
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*

.1....his.hypothesis as stated-in.the null.form was accepted as

there was no significant difference between any'Of the,treatment

groups (see Table 6). It was concluded that bilingUal,sUbjects

having total instruction WSpanish performed no.better, on the

science competency measures than those bilingual:'sUbjects

instructed bilingually in, Spanish and English., = They also per-,

formed no better than bilingual subjects who received their t6tal

instruction in English.

Hypothesis Two

Subjects experiencing instruction in English will not -

perform significantly better on science competency measures

than those subjects exposed to bilingual (Spanish and English)
instruction when the scientific content is unicultural in

nature.

This hypothesis as stated in the null form was accepted as

there was no significant difference between any of the treatment

groups ('see .Table 6). It was concluded that bilingual' subjects

having t%tal instruction in English performed no better on the

science competency measures than those bilingual subjects

instructed bilingually in Spanish and English. They also per-

formed no better than bilingual subjects who ,received their

total instruction fn"Sbanish.

.

Hypothesi.s Ihree 4t.Pftt--
.': % . 4

. :

Subjects experiwicingtruction in Spanish will not'

perform significantft,bettei -on science competency measures ,.. -:

than those subjeCTt.exposed tebilingual (Spanish and English)."
instruction when the - scientific content is unicultural in'

K.

nature.
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Thts hypothesiS as stated in the,hull form was ac pted as

there was no significant difference between any of the, treatment

groups (see Table 6), It was concluded that bilingual subjects

having total instruction in Spanish performed no better on the

science competency measures than those bilingual subjects instructed

bilingually in SpanisMkand English. They also performed no better

than bilingual subjects who received their total instruction in

English.

Hypothesis Four

Considering all the subjects within the study withoUt
regard to treatjnent groups there will be no significant differ-
ence between the proportion of bilingual children preferring a
bilingual, approach to science instruction when.compared with the
proportion of bilingual children preferring monolingual science
instruction.

The null hypothesis associated with statistical Hypothesis

Four was rejected. This was accomplished by using two statistical

methods: Fattu's Nomograph (1939) and the binomial distribution.

As a result othese two statistical procedures, it was found that

there was a significant difference, at the :05 level, in favor of .

the bilingual environment.

There were fourteen items analyzed on the Language Preference

and Attitude Inv..entory; three items (1, 3, 8) related 'to the value

and difficulty of'the science activities, and eleven items (2, 4, 5,

6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12,'-1314) pertained directly to a language
z,

environment. The students chose a bilingual environment on ten of

the eleven items, rendering thiSsstatistically'significant. See

Appendix I for an analysqly item. The statistical significance
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,

was' accomplished by summing percentages of A and B against C using

Fattu's Nomograph (1919) and then testing the hypothesis by the

binomial distribution. Except for those students absent, all

students, including those unsuccessful on the first competency

measure, .were administered the Inventory.

The analysisef each of the items on the Language Prefer-

ence and Attitude Inventory was accomplished by computing absolute

,and relative frequencies'on each item on the Inventory. Each

frequency was then analyzed by using Fattu's Nomograph (1939) for

testing the significance of the difference between percentages.

Table 7'presents this distribution and analysis.

The ques:tions on the Inventory are interrelated and are

directed toward the experience that the children had with the

science exercises. The questions also relate on a more general

_basis.to the children's overall reaction to bilingual education.

To simplify the interpretation of the Inventory, the questions are

clasiified into three categories as follows:

Attitude toward science instruction. Included in this categPrY,;

were five questions dealing with science instructicin and studeqW

attitude toward that instruction.
.

1. I feel the science activities Afli class,_the 1,a0
two weeks were:

A. _Very difficult forme to 14,.niierstal!ie-,1
B. Sometimes easy for me to anderst4d and solyietime

not easy to understand ,

C. Clear and6easyl,for me to undeprstalid, 1Y :

2. I think that I canlearn iciehc6,,betterft.'
taught in:' .

A. Spanish 0,

B. English
: k

C. both Spanish and Englih, ; A, , .

milio;k:
4 ' - .. % '''
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Table 7

Frequencies and Percentages

for the Language Preference

and Attitude Inventory

Question

Percentage of N answering Significance

Choice
A

Choice
1 B'

Choice
. C AvB AvC BvC A+BvC**

1 101 7 57 36 .01 .01" .05

2 101 7 31 62 .01 .01 .01 .05

3 101 3 20 77 .01 .01 .D1 .

4 101
.

7 24 69 .01 .01 .01 .05

5 101 7 '30 63 .01 .01 .01 .05

6 101 8 14 78 NS .01 .01 .05

7 101 11 18 71 NS .01 .01 .05,

8 101 5 33 62 .01 .01. .01

9 101 12 8 , 80 NS .01 41 .05

10 101 18 44 39 .05 .01 41

11 101 14 26 60 .01 41 .01 .05

12 101 11 31 .01 ...01 -.01' ,46

13 101 5 12 83 RS .01 ;01 .405 .:

14 01 10 31 59 -.01 .0) .01 45'

*The reflects the total number o students available when the
InvOtory was achitinistered.

**In the bilinjual category Choice C was selected in ten out of

eleven possible it,AMs...
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3. The way science activitet were presented in our class
the last two weeks was:

A. of little or no value to me
B. of some value to me
C. of great value to me

8. The language that the teacher used-in explaining our.
science activities was:

A. not very undtrstandable
B. sometimes understandable
C. almost always clear and understandable

11. I think the science activities were more ,interesting
when the students talked in:

A. Spanish
B. English
C. both Spanish and English

In summary, the students' overall reaction was that the

science activities were challenging but were.neither too easy nor

too difficult, The pupils also indicated ,that they preferred

bilingual instruction and felt that th'knowledge gained was of

great value-. The gtudents thought that the_teacher's explanations

and instructions were clear and felt that the activities were more

interesting when the,students conversed in both English and Spanish.
A

Preference and attitude regarding the instructional environment.

This category conveys the students' expressed preference, and'

attitude regarding the tnstructiain environment.

4. I feel' better when the teacher talks ,in:

A.;, Spanish
AL -English
C, Oth Spanish and English

6. I-think-we Should use Andre;-'

A. Spanish ipteriAls..W.c1.5ss
B, Englist-mater4als in class
C. , materials using bob the English and'SimniSh

0

language
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7. I think'the sch)ool should offer more subjects in:

A. Spanish
B. English
C.- both Spanish and English

12. I feel better when our lessons are in:

At,. Spanish
Englfth

C.* both Spanish and English .-

14. I am\able to pay attention better to the class, work'.
when the' instruction is in;

A. Spanish
- B. English

C:Nboth Spanish and English

The students expressed tkeiopinion ihet they preferred the

-teacher to speak bilingually and 'tlig need for more bilingual

materials. The students also expressed a desire to have more

subjects ordisciplines taught bilingually. The students felt

better when-the instruction was bilingual and felt that they

attended more to lessdns-when they were conducted bilingually.

Attitude about biqngUal education in general. This .category

_indicated the students' expressed opinion about bilingual education

in general.. -

5. I like to spiik:

A. Spanish in class
B. English in class
C. both Spanish and English in class

9. 'I believe schogl is more intel-esting when:

A. the teacher teaches in Spanish
B. the teacher teaches in English
.C, the teacher teaches in English and Spanish

10. When I explailTimething I can do it better using:

A. 4Spanis
-13.; English
C. Spanish sometimes,-and English sometimes
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13. If I had my choice I. would go to a school where:

A. only Spanish is used io the classroom 1,

B. only English is used in the classroom
C. both English and Spanish are used in the classroom

The students indicated that they preferred to speak both

English and Spanish in class, but felt that they could express

themselves better in English. A possible explanation is that the

dominant language outside the home is English which is reflected in

the media. They believed that school was more interesting when

teachers were bilingual and preferred to go to a bilingual school.

Explication of the Inventory. Table 7 presents the frequencies and

percentages for responses to.each of the questions and the level of

significance attached to each Almstion. Appendix G presents the

.questions in the order in which they appear in the Inventory. The

questions are shown in.both English and Spanish, although as can be

seen in Appendix G the English and Spanish Inventories are separate.

Appendix I presents the analysis of the questions allowing a compar-

ison to be made betweenteaCh 'question. and the significance attached

to it.

'SUMMARY

"-The analysis of data indicates that there wa's no signlfi-
.

cant difference between treatment groups. There Was a between

school Olgerence but ,this ddfference is normally expected when

usingeseveral schools to a study such as-this. The students did

indicate a
. -

npreference for bilingual instruction and for :are enViron-

mentthat reflected both the Spanish and English lariguAlei:'
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Chapter 5

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

SUMMARY AND'CONCLUSIONS

0..

Summary

The purpose of this study was to determine if single

language' instruction was any more efficacious than bilingual

instruction in a science context. A main concern of the study was

to investigate the transfer of learning science content and-process

skills from one language to another. Additionally, information was

.

sought on the students' reaction to bilingual science instruction.

The study. involved 104 .fifth grade children from four

different schools in New Mexico that had had bilingual education

for at least four years prior to the study. The students were

randomly assigned to one, of four treatment groups at each of the

four schools. The our treatment grodWs were instructed in

subordinate and superordinate units of science.

Treatment 'I (English-English): This, group was instructed

in English only" on both the .initial and final-

units of science instructions

Treatment,II (English7Spanish): This)gli.etip received

4. initial instruction in English and final

instruction'iri Spanish.

Treatment III ( Spanish: - English) ;.This groqp re.CeiVedil
,

initial instruction ih Spanish and fttlal
. .

1 nstrifc-tianrin,,Engt1-411
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Treatment IV (Spanish - Spanish): Thii group received

instruction in Spanish only on both the

subordinate and superordinate units of science

instruction.

When the classrooms were selected, the teachers in each of

the four schools were naturally selected as the instructors for

the study. Thus, each bilingual teacher was responsible fOT four'

treatment groups within his/her school with equal replications in

each school.

Prior to instruction all teachers were trained in the use

.and presentation of the selected science units. This training

program was initiated to- familiarize the, instructors with the
mt

program and the intent of the study. In addition, teacher vari-
,

ability while not completely controlled was assumed reduced by

the training` program.

Three dependent measures were administered to the

students. The first dependent measure sampled the student perfor-

mance Jo initial science instruction. This measure was administered

immediately after instruction in the subordinate science activities,

and each child took. the individual competency measure. °" The

;studet was required to score correctly on at least 80 percent of
li

the me sure to 'meet Criterion,. The second dependent measure

sampled the'student performance on the:linal, set of science

activities. This measure was also administered indiyidually and

immediately upon completion of all "activitiet in the unit.

93
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Both the initial and final activities in science were

taken from a set of exercises from Science--A Process Approach.

The third dependent measure was administered to all

students to measure student language preference and attitude

toward science instruction. This measure was administered after

completion of both science activities and was administered in both

English and Spanish.

Findings

The analysis of data and statement of findings are

grouped according to statistical hypotheses. Three of the null

hypotheses were tested by the analysis of variance and one by use

of Fattu's Nomograph. In fall tests, Alpha was set it .05.

1. There were no/ significant differences among treatment

groups and it was concluded that subjects experiencing

' instruction in Spanish did not perform significantly

better than other treatment groups. Thus, the null

hypothesis was accepted.

2. Subjects experiencing instruction in English did not

perform significantly better than other treatment

groups.

'3. Students instructed in Spanish performed no better on--

dependent measur=es than those instructed bilingually.

4. The students showed a statistical preference for a

bilingual environment as opposed to a monolingual

an_v-ironment. This was significant at the .05 level.
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Conclusions

The major finding of the-study was that there was no
1.

significant difference between treatment groups receiving instruc-

tion bilingually or having instructioniin a single language. The,

students receiving total instruction in English did no better on

the dependent measures than those students receiving total

instruction in Spanish, and students' receiving instruction in both

Spanish and English performed just as well as those instructed in

a single language.

The.dat-ein this expriment indicate that the students

have reached a level of langu'age fluency and competency which

allows science instruction in either Spaniih or English and can be

id<expected to demonttrate learning abilities equally well in both -

languages. Thus, bilingual.children in thit study in the fifth"'

grade, after having been ucted bilingually for four year's-

prior to the study, can'erfo m on specific learning tasks as'well

in. Spanish as in English. This finding tends to support One'of

the underlying assumptions of bilingual eaucation: that is', by

using the language that the child is more familiar with will

facilitate his cognitive/aQademic development and by incrementing

instruction in the weaker language it is'expected that, after a

period of time, there will be equal facility in"learning through

the use of both languages regardless of subject matter or comtent.

There art'other possibile pertinent interpretations that

might be drawn from'these findings, For example, it might be

concluded that these results stemmed fromthe teachers teaching

95.
O
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for the test. This investigator judges.that this interpretation

is not likely, based on the training procedures' employed, his

careful monitoring of both the teaching and testing conditions,

and his judgment of the teachers' own professional conduct. .

Further, this interpretation could be tested oply'by
4 ,

employing eit r.a different curriculum not so structured, or by

using criterion measures completely independent of the curriculum.

Because Science--A Process Approach designed to foster

success, this could account for the relative lack of difference

in'the performance of thechildren: However, this conclusion

was, not statistically tested.

The students preferred a bi,4in.gUal environment as opposed

to a monolingd41 environment.

There were other outcomes of the study that are directly

related to bilingual education. The first is support for the idea

that the bilingual teacher dogs-Rot have to repeat the lesson

verbatim in both languages for,students and the second is that the

experimental design does provide a measure for the classroom

teacher to investigate language dominance in bilingual' children.

The teacher should be able to judge the extent that children have

moved toward the postulated equal facility in learning regardless

of language of instruction.

RECOMMENDATIONS

R o mendationvfor.Further Research

This study on bilingUal scienpe education does carry with

9
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it implications for Turther refinement and research. Some of the

recommendations.may help in the development of such a research

endeavor.

Extension of the study. In investigating and evaluating bilingual

programs, a continuous effort to seek those schools that reflect

rural and metropolitan areas separate ld be made. Studies

that areconduc.ted in large politan areas are seldom valid in

rural situations, notwithstanding the geographic areas. Nonethe-

less, much infOrmation generated from studies in metropolitan

.areas have been extrapolated to the rural classroom. Information

needs to be generated in as many bilingual school'environments

as possible.

Additional process skills. Science exercises in this study were

taken from Part D and Part E from Science--A Process Approach.

The set of exercises centered around the basic science process

skills of observing, inferring, and predicting. These activities

are listed as part of the basic- .,process skills. The experithent

could be carried out over a period of a year,Utilizing some of

the integrated process skills from Science--A Process Approach

-which requires a greater: sophistication on the part of the student.

One indication from the study was that the students performed

rather equally across groups; the integrated process skills might

serve to statistically distinguish between treatment groups.

Bilingual programs in schools develop horizontally,

vertically, or a combination of these two methods. Horizontally,

97-
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they start bilingual instruction in a particular grade in a school

and expand it to other schools. Vertically; ,the.bilingual programs

continually add a grade level each year; for example, if they

start with the first grade in a school, the next year the program

would include the second grade. A combination of these approaches

is found in bilingual programs. As a recommendation for further

research a greater number of classrooms might be included and a

vertical arrangement of the selected classrooms ranging in

exercises from the basic process skills through the integrated

skills.

Additional dependent measures. the dependent measures were

administered immediately upon completion of the several activities

in a particular exercise. Although the testing of individuals .

might take several days the results gave indicationsCbf the

immediate retention effects. Perhaps a measure should be made

a week or two or longer after instruction. This situation would

allow for a delayed measure-of learning in addition to the

immediate retention effects.

Language preference and attitude. The Language Preference And

Attitude Inventory should include a larger number of 'items/in

categories of attitude toward science instruction, preference And

attitude regarding the instructional environment, and attitude
.

,

about bilingual education in general., Those areas of the Inventory

in whith there was no significant difference between items merits

further scrutiny.
0
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Modification of testing technique. As a recommendation for

,further study, the competencies of individuals should be assumed

to be randomly distributed among the treatment groups so that only .

a random sample of those pupils included in the study would

validate the experiment. The administration of the individual

,cbmpetency measures or the manner in which the individual testing

is conducted is too time consuming for the instructor to administer

to an entire class in an experiment of this nature. The afore-
.

mentioned suggestion would also allow for a larger number of items

to be included on the dependent measures to make the individual

examinations more disOriminating.

Recommendations for Existing or Proposed Bilingual Programs

The following recommendations are not drawn from the

empirical findings in this stu,dy,rbuf are inferred from experiences

'and observations in the field. These 'recommendations are directed

to existing or proposed bilingual programs. While in mo'st cases

'tife_recommendations are directed to specific areas of bilingual

education; e.g., science, social studies, etc., they are general

enough to be applicable in most bilingual program situations.

Cultural influence in science education. The need for cistructing,

a.bilingual science curriculum is highly desirable for bilingual

programs. However, as is recognized in most national curricular

projects, especially the science oriented ones, the cost is quite

high. The cost factors do. seem prohibitive and concomitantly

there is a dearth of resource people with expertise in bilingual

99
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science education which might" be involved in the program

preparation.- Nonetheless, bilingual science curricular, materials

are in high demand by individual bilingual projects and indica-

tions are that they will continue to be in high demapd.

Perhaps the best method for a short range solution is to

take techniques and materials developed for use In the United

States and adapt or modify the materials to a bilingual situation.

Certainly this idea is not unique as many materials developed in

the United States are in use, in a Spanish translation in Spanish

speaking countries.- Thus, by using materials and curricula

developed for use in the Ufiited States and modified and translated

for Spanish speaying countries, it is quite possible to again

modify the Spanish translation of these materials for use in a

bilingual situation.' As a short range plan, for immediate utili-
z

zation by projects, this'idea might be feasible, though not the

most desirable if a national bilingual science program is needed.

Many projects are currently developing science units that

are historically or culturally suited to a particular region or

geographical area. This idea could serve until sufficient projeats

have utilized science curricular units that are project specific.

Time would then allow for national scrutiny of these local projects

and the development of general trends to guide a national bilingual'

project in science education.

It is quite evident from field observations that bilingual

education needs a sequential program in bilingual science

education. This is especially significant in that many of the

100
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Spanish speaking bilingual programs are in their fifth year of

continuation. Some programs have now expanded into the secondary

schools and it is very important that a firm foundation in science

be articulated from elementary through secondary schools. It is

also clear that science education in bilingual schools can no

longer be given low priority in contrast to other subjects that

have dominated the concern of bilingua' educators.

Implications for teacher training. Teacher training institutions

should include in their science methods courses laboratory experi-

ence in science education with some aspects of a pluralistic

society. Bilingual methods courses should aid and foster the use

of, science as viable an avenue to intellectual and academic growth

as any othet content area. Bilingual methods courses, along with

elementary and secondary science methods courses are not mutually

exclusive and every opportunity should be taken to exploit those

areas of mutual concern.' The training of teachers, both pre-

service and in-service, in bilingual science education should no

longer be ignored.
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SCIENCE--A PROCESS APPROACH
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OBSERVATIONS AND INFERENCES

4

In the exercises to follow the child should begin to

distinguishbetween observa.Aons (what a person sees,.-smells,

hearsoUches, and tastes) and inferences (what a person thinks

is responsible for what is observed, or how a person explains his

observations). If the ttIldren do not know the distin6tion

between observations.and inferences, demonstrate to them that an

observation is, something that a person sees, touches, hears,

smells, tastes---in other words, something that a person experien-:

ces with his senses. Explain that an inference is a person's

idea about how his' observations might be explained or accounted

for.

It is important that children use the terms correctly

in their. science activities, and it is also important that they

use them correctly in other activities. -

Observations are basic to any scientific investigation.

These observations in turn lead to the construction of ihferencea

that can be tested by further obsetvation. Therefore, observing

provides both a basis for constructing inferences and for testing .

existing inferences.

Observations are statements of properties that can be

perceived by use of the senses. A statement such as, "This cube

is made of sugar", is not acceptable as an obsekvation because

"sugar" is not a property perceived by the senses. For example:

I observe thaan object is white; that it is a cube with edges;

11,g
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.
that it tastes sweet*; that it is odorless; and that it disappears

1111.

'(dissolves) when placed in water. I infer, on the basis of

these observationsx'that the object is sugar.
/

Conclusi s or ideas are called inferences. An inference

is a statement about a specific event or object that is based op

observations but which itself is not an observation. It may be

./
. an explanation of the observation.

Learning to make careful and valid inferences in

scientific work requires a critical attitude toward one's own

inferences as well as those of others. From now on, you should

_try to develop this critical attitude by reinforcing the

conscious distinction between an inference and an observation as

the situationsarise. Ask questions such. as: Is that an

observation? Did you actually see a dog run away with your ball?

Or is that an inference? In other words, is that what you think

may have happened?

VOCABULARY

Observation Senses Displacement

Inference To infer Displace

113
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APPENDIX B

,

SUPPLEMENTARY LITERATURE FOR TEACHER TRAINING
FROM CONSULTOR-CIENCIAS,NATURALES NIVEL 5

(SANTILLANA, 1971, pp. 5-27)
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Para observar es necesario -utilizar los sentidos.

No hay que confundir observacidn con interpretacidn:

Cuando vamos ma's ally de lo ,que nuestros sentidos perciben hacemos inter-
preticiones.

En la observacidn debemos usar el mayor ntimero de sentidos posible. vista.
oldo, tacto. gusto,. olfato.

Cuantos mas, sentidos utilicemos. mas completa sera la observacidn.
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Inferir es dar una explicaclon basada en una o varias observaciones.

Toda Inferencla debe basarse en observaciones. De lo contrarlo. sera una adivi-
nanza y no una Inferencia.

Las inferencias pueden ser verdaderas a falsas.

Para comprobar si una inferencia es verdadera hay que realizar nuevas obser-
vaciones: asi podremos saber si nos hemos,equivocado o no.
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Cuando decimos lo que observamos, antes de que se produzca un hecho, rea-
lizamos una prediccion.

La prediccion cientifica debe estar basada en observaciones y, mediCiones an-
teriores.

Sin ob
s6lo ad vinanzas.

rvaciones y mediciones anteriores, no pueden realizarse predicciones:

Una prediccien puede ser errOnea; Ia Unica forma de saber si es acertada es-.
comprobarla en Ia realidad.
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APPENDIX C

SCIENCE--A PROCESS APPROACH
PART D, INFERRING 5

THE DISPLACEMENT OF WATER BY-AIR (e). (AAAS, 1968)

SCIENCE--A PROCESS APPROACH
PART E, INFERRING 7

INFERRING CONNECTION PATTERNS IN ELECTRIC CIRCUITS
(a) (AAAS, 1968)
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INFERRING 5: THE DISPLACEMENT OF WATER BY AIR

OBJECTIVES

At the end of this exercise the child-should be able, to

1. DISTINGUISH between observation and infer ces about
the displacement of water by afr.

2. CONSTRUCT an inference,to explain the Movement of
liquid out of an inverted container when air moves
into it.

3. DESCRIBE observations he can use to test his inferences
about the displacement of water by air.

Constructing inferences
concerning the shape
of an object on the

basiS of observations
of transverse, slant

and.logitudinal
sections of the object.

Inferring 8

SEQUENCE

Describing
observations which
can be used to test

an inference.

THIS EXERCISE

Inferring 5

Demonstrating that
inferences may need
to be altered on the
basis of additional

observations.

Inferring 4

128

Describing the
expected outcome of
future observations

based on inferences
formulated and tested

by the child.

a

Inferring 7
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RATIONALE

This exercise' will give the children further experience in
making inferences. In earliei exercises, they have made inferences
from their observations of "familiar situations. Here, they will
make inferences from observations of less familiar. phenomena,
and they will also test these inferences. As before, the children
will be asked to give. their reasons for the inferences they make.
In this exercise, they may feel very certain that the air pushed
the water out of the bottle, but they may not be able to state
clearly why they think so. Nevertheless, urge them.to.try..

Every inference a child makes, no matter how unreasonable
it may seem, should be subjected to the same careful analysis.
Some children make better inferences than others because they make
more observations, keep their observations more clearly in mind,
or have a richer store of prior knowledge to draw .on.. This
difference in the ability to infer should. be an advantage,-since
the objectives of this exercise will be satisfied more completely
if the children have an-oPpoktunity to compare a variety of
inferences.

To give the children practice In writing, suggest at the.
end of each activity that they write one- or more inferences
based on their Observations. If they have difficulty-in doing
this, letthem dictate.to you as you write on the board. Have
them do their own writing in the Appraisal; hoWever, unless they
are very poor at writing.

VOCABULARY

displace , esplazar:-

displacement . ,1 d splazamiento
,

1
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Materials

Listed below are the materials required to conduct ,this
exercise.

2-liter transparent containers,6
Trays,6
Soft - drink bottles,6
Cardboard, approximately 13 x 24 cm, 1 piece
China marking pencil,l
Food coloring, 1 bottle
Flexible straws, 10
Drinking glass, 1
White paper towel, 1
Seltzer tablets, 2 for each child tested

-Introduction Procedure

Introduction. As you work at a table in the front of the
room, let the class watch you prepare the apparatus shown in
Figure 1 according to the following procedure:

Figure .1

1. Fill one of the transparent containers, which has
been placed on a tray, about half full of water.

2. Fill a soft-drink bottle with water and hold a small
piece of stiff cardboard, cut from the sheet, firmly
over the mouth of the bottle. .

3. Invert-the bottle.and put it mouth downward in the
water in 'the container.

4. ,Remove the cardboard. The water will not flow' from
the bottle.if the mouth is below the surface of the
water ih'the container.

5. Put several paper drinking straws near the container.
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Ask the children if it is possible to get the water out
of the bottle without turning the bottle over or pulling it out
of the water. Encourage their suggestions and discuss them.
Continue to ask for other ideas until someone suggests using one
of the drinking Straws to bloW'bubbles of air into the bottle.
If interest Wanes before the suggestion is made, make it yourself_by asking. Could you blow air into the bottle with a straw?
ePuedes soplar en la botella con el popote?

Activity 1

Set up equipment as.you did. in-the.Introduction for each
. group offiqe children. Be sure that each Child has a straw.
Have the children try to blow air bubbles-through their strawsto get the water out of the bottle. Tell them to make careful
observations and to list their observations on the chalkboard.
-Insist on accurate statements of observations, such as these:

Bubble went up into the bottle.
La espuma de aire subi6 en la botella.
Some bubbles went up outside the bottle.
Algo de la espuma de aire subi6 alrededor de la botella.
The water level in the bottle went down.
El nivel del aqua en la botella baj6.

Ask the children what they think happened to the waterin the bottle. Take time to draw out as many different inferences
as possible, and list these on another section of the chalkboard.
Be sure the children distinguish clearly between what they
actually saw (observations) and what they think was responsiblefor it (inferences).

They may be sure that air pushed the water out of the
4bottle. (They may even have learned this previously.)

Nevertheless, this view is still an inference and must be tested.

Activity 2

Ask the children how they can test their inferences about
what happened to. the water that went out of the bottle (in
Activity 1) How would you show someone else that the air pushed
the water out of the bottle? eC6mo otrO que el
aire despli76 el agua fuera de la botella? Various tests are
possible. A few are described below. Follow the children's
suggestions as much as possible. If it is necessary to encourage
suggestions, ask questions such as these: Does the level of water
in the containers change when you blow air into the bottle? How
could you tell? Could you make the water in the bottle look
different from the water in the container and watch where it goes
when you blow air into the bottle? eCambia el nivel del agua en
la bandeja cuando soplas en la botella? sabes esto?
ePuedes hacer que el agua en la botella cambie para distinguirla
diJTigua en la bande a notar adonde se va cuando soplas en la
Eatela?
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There is a fairly simple way to test the inference that

the water flows out of the bottle when the air flows in:
Measure the change in water level using the china-marking pencil
to mark the water level in the container before and After blowing

air into the bottle. Since the bottle must be kept immersed in
the water to the same depth while the air is being blown into it,

also make a mark on the outside of the bottle and be sure some
child in the group holds the bottle so that the mark stays at.the

water line. To confirm that the rise of the water level in the
container is produced by the amount of water in the bottle, the
children might empty the container to the first mark, pour water
out of the refilled bottle into the container, and see whether the
water level reaches the second mark.

A direct and convincing method is to color the water in
the bottle, but not the water in the container. If the unstoppered,
bottle is left inverted in the container for a few minutes before
air is bloWn into it, only a small amount of the color will
diffuse into the water in.the container. When the air is blown
into the inverted bottle, the children can observe that the colored
water flows out strongly and mixes with the water in the
containers.
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INFERRING 7: INFERRING CONNECTION PATTERNS

IN ELECTRIC CIRCUITS

OBJECTIVES,

3

At the end this exercise the Child should be able to
,..t. .

.

Sr.
1. CONSTRUCT a complete electric circuit consisting of a

flashlight cell, a lamp, and two wires.

2. CONSTRUCT inferred connection patterns for hidden
circuits.

3. DESCRIBEthe expected outcomes of future tests based
upon inferred connection patterns.

SEQUENCE_

Demonstrating the use
of an operational

definition to construct
a, simple electric circuit.

Defining
Operationally 1

Constructing a testable
inference made by the

child about conductors
and nonconductors.

Formulating
Hypotheses 2

Describing the expected
outcomes of future -.

observations based on
inferences about electric
circuits formulated and

tested by the child.

Describing
observations which
can be used to test

an inference.

Inferring 5

*

THIS EXERCISE

Inferring 7

Describing a sequence
of events constituting
an inquiry, including

purpose, method,
materials, procedure,

and results.

Commu.cating 12

133

Constructing
situations to test
inferences made
by the child.

Inferring 6
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RATIONALE

Using the senses to make direct observations is often

impossible or unwise. One might learn if electric power is

present by placing his finger in an, outlet, but using a lamp or

a meter is much safer. One might learn if an object is hollow or

solid by cutting it apart, but it may be preferable to measure

its density or to roll it down an incline. One might learn if two

wire ends are connected by physically following along the wires,

but it may be preferable to use a battery and a lamp to test

whether the wire is continuous. In this exercise children use

-batteries and lamps to make observations on electric circuits.

Early in the exercise,, the children will learn that a

lamp (a flashlight bulb) will light if it is part of a closed

loop of wires connected to a dry cell. Figure 1 shows this

arrangement which is called a closed circuit.

Figure 1

The children use the principle of the closed circuit to

determine the pattern of hidden wires in circuit boards. They

use a dry cell and lamp circuit, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2

By testing several pairs of wire ends the children (1)
infer the connection patterns of the hidden wires,. and (2)
predict the outcome of further testing on the basis of the
inferred patterns. They also discover that an inferred connection

. pattern may not be the actual wiring pattern and that several
1 inferences may be equally reasonable.

The children can use,the materials required for this
exercise with complete safety.

VOCABULARY

dry cell closed circuit
lamp open circuit
connection pattern
circuit insulation

VOCABULARIO

pila Seca circuito completo
globito circuito incomplete
conexibn modelo

, circuito soquet
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MATERIALS

Flashlight dry cells

Number 6 rubber bands

Flashlight lamps and sockets

Insulated wire, 2S cm long

Data sheet (as in Figure 5)

Demonstration circuit boards, 2

Board No. 1 with wiring pattern: A-B, C -1 (See Figure 3.)

Board No. 2 with wiring pattern: A-D, B-p

Brass paper fasteners 9
A

Data sheet (as in Figure 9)

Sets ol eight different circuit boards

Data sheet (as in Figure 12)

Drawings (as in Figure 14)

.Round circuit board with five connections

Rectangular circuit board or boX with' six connections

Data Sheet

1.36
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TABLA DE DATO

Construccion de Circuitos Completos

THIS COPYRIGHTED PAGE WAS HEMOVED4ROM
THIS DOCUMENT PRIOR TO ITS BEING SUBMITTED
TO THE ERIC DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION SERVICE:
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. INSTRUCTIONAL* PROCEDURE

Introduction. Give each pair of children one flashlight
dry cell in a holder, a flashlight lamp, a lamp socket, and two
25-centimeter pieces of insulated wire with the ends stripped.
Identify and name these items for the children if they cannot
do it themselves.

Tell the children to Assemble the dry cell, lamp, and
wires so that the lamp lights. Let them proceed by tri4Mand
error, without direction, until they make a closed circullr The
lamp will light to indicate a closed circuit.

Give each child a copy of the data sheet, CONSTRUCTING
CLOSED CIRCUITS (See-Figure 5). On this, he is instructed to
draw the wires as they should be connectedto make the lamp
light. You should check these as you move from group to group,
but let the children keep the data sheets.

Sketch the lamp and the fIashlight'cell on the chalkboard
,.and ask a child to draw in the wires so that the ..amp would
light. Have the chilidren describe' what is, necessary to make the
lamp light.' What is'required is a closed path of wiring that goes
from the'top of the cell to the lamp and then back to the bottom of
the cell. If there is any break'in the circuit, the lamp will
not glow. Define, or have the children define, "open circuit"
and "closed circuit", using the cell, lamp, and wires, and by
referring to the diagram on the chalkboard. An open circuit can
result from broken wires, poor connections, and a loose or burned-
out lamp.

Before you start Activity 1, make sure that all groups
have properly operating circuits. The children should be able
to state that if the lamp glows, the circuit is closed: if the
lamp does not glow, the circuit is open.

Activity 1 - Hidden Connections and the Deomonstration Board

Sketch the circuit shown in Figure 6 on the chalkboard, or
give a copy of it to each child. Give each pair of children an
additional piece of wire (they should now have a total of three),
and ask the children to connect the wires according to the
diagram. Ask, Is it a closed circuit? (No.) as un circuito
completo? (No.) How can we make it a closed circuit? eComo
podemos hacerlo un circuito completo?

The children should quickly suggest putting the to free
ends of the wires together. This will make a closed circuit, so
that the lamp will light. Ask, Would we have closed circuit if we
put a fourth wire between the two free ends? eTendremos circuito
completo si afiadimos el quarto alambre entre los dos alambres
sueltos? Distribute additional pieces of wire and let each pair
try making the connection. How about a paper clip? Una
prescilla (paper clip)? A. pehcil? eUn lapiz? Let the teams try
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a number of objects that they find about the room. They will
discover that they can use some objects to make a closed circuit
and not others. However, be sure that they are able to use a
wire across the free wire ends to make'a closed circuit.

Next, hold two wires in one hand with one end of each
wire exposed as shown in Figure 7', but with the other ends
concealed and not in contact. In the other hand, conceal a single
wire with both ends of the wire exposed as shown in Figure 7.
Ask, Can these be used to make a closed circuit? dSe pueden
utilizar estos para hacer un circuito completo? Although the
children may enjoy guessing, they cannot answer your question with-
out trying it. Move about the room, and let two or more teams
in turn connect free ends of their. circuits to the wires protruding
from between your fingers. They will find that their lamps Mill
light when their circuits are connected to the wires in one hand,
but not connected,to those in the other hand. Ask, What inferences
can you make about the wires in my hands ?. iCuales inferencias'
puedes hacer acerca de los alambres en las manor? After they have
tried to explain their observations, show then the wires within
your fists.

Figure 7
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This activity has some interesting variations. Use your
judgment about how long you should continue it, for your class.
You may allow three wires to protrude from between your fingers
with all of them connected,.none of them connected, or two of them_
connected. Let different pairs of children test for closed or
open circuits and then explain their observations to the rest
of the class. At least once, the children should see that two
connected wires can be used to make a closed circuit.

Now show the children Demonstration- Circuit Board No. 1,
which has four exposed paper - fastener heads on the front. Do
not let them see the back of the board. Tell them that there are
some wire connectors between some of the fastener heads. Ask,
Can you infer how the wires are connected between the points you
can see? iPuedes inferir como estan los alambres conectados
entre los puntos? The children may say that there is no way to
determine this connection pattern without looking at the back of
the board; however, several of them should suggest that they use
the lamp and the dry cells to see if they can make a closed
circuit by connecting any of the points. If you wish, let some
children try this with various pairs of connection points on the
demonstration board.

Ask the children to name possible pairs of points that
could be tested. List these pairs on the chalkboard as the
children name them. Arrange the pairs in four columns, which
may look like those shown in Figure 8.

A-B

A-C

A-D

B-A

B-C

B-D

C-A

C-B

C-D

D-A

D-B

D-C

Figure 8
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During the listitg; the .children may note that:ha1Ohe 1
,

pairs are duplicated because A-B.and B-A are' eqUiyalent. If .
t

not, ask, Are some pairs i-the .same?' (Yes-.) -iSon'lo4migio'algunos'4 I
pares? (Si.) What are they? /Cuiles son ? (A-B and B-A; 'ArC And
C-A; A-D and D-A; B-C and C-B; B-D and D-B; ,C7D and D-C.) As the'C).
childrerridentify each equivalent, pair, cross out qfle of them, To I

avoid confusion and to saye time,' have the children,agree on, a
systematic procedure for testing and,recording the observations.

.. I .
,

Using the demonstration board, have a pupil.. test each'':
pair of points remaining on the list. As the class decides
whether the circuit is "closed" OT "open" in each case,:record
the observation by Writing-closed or open beside the:label of --

each pair. .1

411

Diagram the front of Demonsti-atiPh:Circuit Board
onrthe chalkboard. Next, give ,achild,a piece'of white chalk and
ask him to draw lines between tfre'connection points that 'resulted
in a closed circuit. Then -give a s'e'cond child somecOloi-ed chalk.
Ask this child to infer a conneetion:pattein, or' to indicate'
how he thinks the wires are connected and to' mark the connections'.,
on the chalkboard. Is more than one inferred pattern ,possible?
(No.) 4Es posible inferir mds que un ittodelo? -.0No.), Were all
the pairs tested? (Yes.) a Probaron todos losjpares?- *(Si.)
the children look inside the demonstration board td,sep that one
wire connects Points A and B and another connects Points. C and D.'

Activity2 - Inferring Connection Patterns

In Activity 1, the inferred connection pattern of4the:wires
.was the same as the actual connection pattern. The purpose.0,thit
next activity is to have the children make observations,from whi461C,

they can infer many different connection patterns, They will they "`'-
inspect the wiring pattern to see that only one of their inference's
is the actual pattern.

Distribute to each child a copy of the data sheet,
Inferred Connections. (See Figure 9.) Show the children Demons-

,-.tration Circuit Board No. 2, and ask them to identify all the '

possible pairs that can be tested to determine which wire
connections behind-the board will make a closed circuit. As 46lley

identify pairs, they should write in the appropriate letters at
the top of each colUmn, as shown in Figure 10. Using a test
circuit likethe one shown in Figure 6, you, or a child, should
test all the pairs. At the same time, the class shouLd record,
on their data sheets which pairs make open or closed tIrCuits by
placing an "X" in the open or closed box under the tested pair,
as shown in Fugure 10.
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TABLA DE DATO

Conexiones Inferidas

THIS COPYRIGHTED PAGE WAS REMOVED FROM
THIS DOCUMENT.PRIOR TO ITS BEING SUBMITTED
TO THE ERIC DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION SERVICE.
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TABLA DE DATO Conexiones Inferidas

OBSERVACIONES

Pares.
IN-LA A-C A-D B-C B-D CD

Completo e

Incomicdeto X- X x

Figure 10

Conexciones Inferidas

PART B
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Tell the children to draw lines between pairs 6f points
in the boxes labeled Inferred Connections to show all the
possible ways that wires could be connected between the points
to result in the observations that they have recorded. 'As you
repeat the instructions, stress that they are inferring wire
connection patterns that will explain their observations. You
may need to look for examples within the class to demonstrate
that the wires might be connected in different ways and yet,
produce the same observations. The actual pattern cannot be
determined unless the board is disassembled and the path of the
wires checked. Since four inferred patterns are equally reasonable,
the children's completed data sheets should resemble Figure 10.

Remind the class that they can sometimes test inferences
by further observation or additional information. In this case,
the children can unfold the demonstration board and inspect the
wiring pattern to select the correct inference from the four
inferences they have made. You should also point out that not
all inferences can be checked by observation, and that sometimes
they (and scientists) must be content with several equally
reasonable inferences.

Activity 3 Inferring Connection Patterns Among Six Points

Give each pair of children the circuit test equipment
shown in Figure 6, two of the eight circuit boards whose wiring
patterns are shown below (see Figure 11), and two copies of the'
data.sheet, Infeting Connection Patterns Among Six Points.
(See Figure 12.) .

(1) A-B (2) A-D, (3) A-B (4) A-B (5) A-B-C

C-D B-E D-F C-D D=E-F'

E-F C-F C-E

(6) A-B-D (7) A-B-C-D-E-F (p) No connections

C-F (all connected
to one another)

Figure 11
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TABLA DE DATO

Inferiendo Modelos de
Conexiones Entre Seis Puntos

Tarj eta Numero'

t

THIS COPYRIGHTED PAGE WAS REMOVED FROM
THIS DOCUMENT PRIOR TO ITS BEING SUBMITTED
TO THE ERIC DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION SERVICE.
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A B C

0 E F

A B C

Vo 1
D E F

A B C

Z 1
0 E F

A B C

111
D E F

A B C

EI
D E F

A B C

Y1
D E F

A B C
9=2=9

D E F

A B C
Q

b o-b
D E F

A B C
?:tP
6-o 6
D E F

A B C
9 0-9
6=6:=6
D E F

A B C
9 °-9
6 0-6
D E F

A B C
9 °ID
6-o 6
D E F

A B-C
4-0 9

,6=6
D E F

A B C
9--° 4

bo-b
D E F

A B C
. 9-° 9
6-o 6-
D E F

A B C
4`O?

0-0-0
D E F

A B C.000
0 0 0
D E F

A B C
o-o--o

6:3
D E F

A B C
0-0-0

6 o-6
D E F

LE)...S

6-o 6
D E F

A B C
-00-0

0-0-o
D E F

Figure 13
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Tell the children to use the dry cell and the lamp circuit
to determine which pairs of points can be touched to make a closed
circuit. They should identify the number of the board, and record
it along with their observation on their data sheets as in
Activity 2.

After the children have completed the testing procedure,
ask them to infer ,connection patterns and to sketch possible ways
of connecting the wires between the labeled points. Tell them
to sketch several connection patterns for any board which could
possibly have more than one. Only one inferred connection pattern
is possible for Circuit Boards No. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 8. Sixteen
inferred patterns are possible for No. 5; four are possible for
No. 6. A great many possibilities exist for No. 7.

Figure 13 shows the connection patterns the children
should infer, except that one of the many possibilities is
shown for Board No. 7

Activity 4 Expected Outcomes Using Inferred Connection Patterns

Using a drawing on the chalkboard to recall for the class
Demonstration Circuit Board No. 2 from Activity 2. With this
board,,the lamp Lit up when the wires of the test circuit were
connected to pairs A-B and and A-D. Ask, Would it have been
possible to tell before testing further if touching any other
pairs would result in a closed circuit'? (Yes, B-D.) 4Hubiera
sido posible_predecir antes de haber probado mas,si tocando
otros pares resultaria en un circuito completo? (Si, B-T.)
This is an expected outcome based on an inference. We observe
that pair A-B or A-D can be used to make a closed circuit; we
infer that since A is connected to both B and D, then B and D
are also connected. We can expect the lamp to light when the
circuit is connected to Points B and D.

Have the children reconsider their data sheets for the
eight circuit boards from Activity 3. Ask, Could you have.
predicted which pairs would light the damp before you had tested
all the pairs? tHubieras podido predecir cuales pares encendieran
el globito antes de probar todos los pares? Give them time to
re-examine their observations, and then ask those pairs that
studied each of the eight board to give their predictions,
if any. They should conclude No for Boards 1, 203, 4, and 8;
and Yes for Boards 5, 6, and 7.

Give each child a copy of Figure 14, which lists observa-
tions that have been made on four separate imaginary circuit
boards (I, II, III and IV) similar to those used-in Activity 3.
Each board has six connection points, labeled A, B, C, D, E, and F.
The lamp of the test circuit lit up when the wires were connected
to the pairs of points listed in the second. column. Ask the
children to examine the observations, and then to make the necessary
inferences to predict which additional pairs could be connected to
make closed circuits. Have each child record his predictions
in the third column of the table, working individually, or with
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Board Connection Pairs
Resulting in a
Closed Circuit

Pairs That You Predict
Can Be Used to Make
a 'Complete 'Circuit

A-F

A-B, A-D, A-E

III A-A;(1- A-E, C -E

IV, A-B, B-F, C-D, D-F

Figure 14

They should suggest these pairs: I (C-F); II (B-D, B-E, D-E);
III (A-C, D-E, C-D); and IV (A-C, A-D, A-F, B-C, C-F).

41'
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FIGURA 14

-t

Tarjeta Conexidn de pares .

resultando en circuito
completo

Adice los pares
que se hacen circuitos
completo

.

I

II

A-C, A-F.
A-B, A-D, A-E

.

4

III

.,IV

A-D-,--A..-E7C=E

A-B, B-F, U-D, D-F

.

.

-

V
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CO12
LEVEL I!

CELL A

Describing the expected out-
come of future observations
based on inferences formu-
lated and tested by the
child.

1.7

0
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Constructing inferences about
the geometric shapes of solids
from the transverse, slant, and
longitudinal sections of various
common threedimensional ob.
tech. and about the three kinds.
of sections of a solid.

1.8

eL.1 1

De scribing observations
which can be used to test
an inference.

1.5

I

Constructing situations to
test inferences made by the
child.

1.6

Demonstrating that infer.
ences may need to be al.
tered on the basis of addi-
tional observations.

1-4

Constructing one or more
inferences from an obser.
ration or a set of observe.
lions presented in one or
more cartoons.

1.3

1

Distinguishing between In.
ferepces that account for
all of the stated observa-
tions and inferences that do
not.

1.2

El

-I

Identi Standtand constructing
pictur of transverse, slant,
and longitudinal sections of
various common three
dimensional objects.

14

SfT.15 S/T.15
LEVEL ft LEvEL IS

CELL A CELL A

Identifying observations that
support an inference.-

Distinguishing between
statements of observation
and statements that are
plausible explanations.

1.1

Identifying statements that
are inferences.

14.
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APPENDIX E

INDIVIDUAL COMPETENCY MEASURE FROM

4

40.

SCIENCE--A PROCESS APPROACH
PART D, INFERRING 5

THE DISPLACEMENT OF WATER BY AIR (e) (AAAS, 1968)
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COMPETENCY MEASURE

TASK 1 (OBJECTIVE 2): As the child watchei ydt-, invert the wide-
mouth bottle, filled with water, in a'transparent container
containing water', using a piece of cardboard to cover the mouth
of the bottle until it is inverted, .as described in 'the Introduetion.
Say, Watch what happens when I puts these two seltzer tablets
under the mouth of the jar. Nota lo- que pasa cuando.pongo esta
pastilla OD pildora)' debaja de la botella. Add the.tablets.
When the bubbling stops ask, What inference can you make to explain
why the level of the water in the bottle has gone dawn? iQuer.
inferencia puedes pacer para explicar par-que'bajd 61 nivel del
agua en la botella? Put one check in the acceptable column if the
child says that the air or the as from the bubbles went into the
jar and made some of the water go out, or if he offers any other
statement that could be considered an explanation.

, TASKS 2-4 (OBJECTIVE 1): Say', I am going. to read to you some
statements I might make about what We have seen here. As I read
each statement, tell me whether it is an observation'or an-

Al leer es unas dee raciones-que
acerca de lo ue hehos visto aoui: Al leer la declaraci6n dime
(o digame si es una observaci n a inferencia. V
Task 2): The tablets made the water warm. La pastilld (pildora)
calent6 el agua. Pit one check in the acceptable column for
Task 2 if the child says it is'an inference.
Task 3): Bubbles rose from the tablets when I put them in the
water, and most of them went into the jar: La espuma de la.
pastilla (o pildora) subi6 cuando la pate en el agua y casi toda
la espuma entr6 en la botella. Put, one chealc,in the acceptable.,
column for Task 3 if he.says it is'an al>setVatiOn.
Task 4): The bubbles stopped when the tablets couldn't _be seen-
any more. ,La espuma termin6 cuando no se podia ver la pastilla.
Put one check in the acceptable column for Task 4 if he says it
is an observation.

I

* ,

.TASK S (OBJECTIVE 3): Say, Tell me how you would test the inferen'Ce
that the tablets made the water warm. You may .not taste the li T
Dime como puedes probar la inferencia que la pastilla (o pildora

d;

calent6 el agua. No puedes sabrear el liquido. Put one check rn,,
the,acceptable column if he suggests feeling the water and,
after the tablets have been added, or if he suggests putting a .

thermometer in the water before-the tablets are gadded and ..,

watching the thermometer while the bubbling.oecurs to'see if the
temperature goes up.--
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Ii4DIVIDUAL COMPETENCY MEASURE

(Individual score sheets for each pupii are in the TeaChery
Drawer.)

TASK 1 (OBJECTIVE 1): Give the child a dry cell, a lamp,
a lamp socket. and two wires with bare ends (also a screw-
driver, if necessary). Say, Use the wire to,connect the dry
cell and lamp so that the lamp lights..

Acceptable Behavior

For Task 1, the child constructs a closed circuit, and the
lamp lights.

TASKS 2-3 (OBJECTIVE 2) Along with the items used in
.Task 1 give the child another wire, bared at both ends,
and a circuit board with hidden wire connections that ter-
minate in five exposed wires or points labeled J, K, L, M,
and N. The hidden wires copnect points M, L, and N and
also J and K. Give the ehild the data sheet, Inferring
Connection Patterns in Electric Circuits,
Say, Use the dry cell, lamp, and wires to see which Ars
of points can be used to make a closed circuit, Record
your observations by placing an "X" in the correct box
for each pair you test.

Acceptable Behavior

F6r Task 2, the child correctly assembles the circuitjor
Task 3, the child marks pairs N-M, N-L, M-L, and J-K
"closed" and all others "open."

If the child has answered correctly, proceed to Task 4,
If not. help him as he repeats the observations and corrects
his data sheet. Then proceed to,. Task 4.

TASKS 4-7 (OBJECTIVE 2): Say. Infer as many connection
patterns as you can for the wires inside the circuit board.
Draw here (point to the figures in the sBcond illustration
on the data sheet) all the ways you think the wires might
be connected.

Acceptable fiehavlor

For Tasks 4-7, the child constructs each of the following
circuit patterns in any order: -

157

TASKS 8.13 (OBJECTIVE 3). Give the child a circuit board,
or box, withssix exposed terminals labeled K, L, M, N, 0, P.
Points K, L, 6, P should all be connected. M and N should
be connected. Tell the child, Use the dry cell and lamp to
se* if Points K-L can be used to make a closed circuit.
Record your observation here. (Point to Task 8 on the data
sheet and let the child carry out your instructions.) Now
see if Points K-P can be used to make a closed circuit.
Record your observation. Allow the child to proceed. Now
see if Points K-0 can be used io make a closed CirCUlt.
Record your observation. Let the child proceed.

Acceptable Behavior

For Tasks 8-10, the child marks the "closed" column for
the first three pairs.

Ask, Can you now predict if connecting the test wires
to Points P-L will result in a closed circuit?

Acceptable Behivior

For Task 11, the child says "Yes."

If he responds "Yes," ask, What is your prediction?

Acceptable-Behavior

For Task 12, the Child says connecting the test wires to
INL. will result in a closed circuit or that the lamp will light.
'Let him test his prediction if he wishes.

Ask, Can you now predict if the lamp will light when
the cell and lamp are connected to Points 0 and N?

Acceptable Behavior

For Task 13, the child says "No."

Let him make tests and predictions, and inspect the
insidb of the box or-circuit board, if that is possible.
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COMPETENCY MEASURE

1

TASK 1 (OBJECTIVE 1): Give the child a dry cell, a lamp, a lamp
socket, and two wires with bare ends (also a screwdriver, if
necessary). Say, Use the wire to connect the dry cell and lamp
so that the lamp lights. Prende el globito (foco) con los
alambres, pila seca, y soqu'et.

ACCEPTABLE BEHAVIOR

For Task 1, the child constructs a closed circuit, and the lamp
lights.

TASKS 2-3 (OBJECTIVE 2): Along with the items used in Task 1,
give the child another wire, bared at both ends, and a circuit
board with hidden wire connections that terminate in five exposed
wires or points labled J, K, L, M, and N. The hidden wires
connect points M, L, and N and also J and K. Give the child the
data sheet, Inferring Connection Patterns in Electric Circuits.
Say, Use the dry cell, lamp and wires to see which pairs of
points can be used to make a closed circuit.

for
your_olaw-

vations-EY placing an 'X' in the correct tor each pair you
test. Usa la pila seca, soquet, y alambres para ver cuales
puntos resultan en circuito completo. Apunte (note) sus
observaciones con una "X" en el cuadro de cada par que pruebas.

ACCEPTABLE BEHAVIOR t

For Task 2, the child correctly assembles the circuit; for Task 3,
the child marks pairs N-M, N-L, and J-K "closed" and all others
"open."

If the child has answered correctly, proceed to Task 4. If not,
help him as he repeats the observations and corrects his data
sheet. Then proceed to Task 4.

TASKS 4-7 (OBJECTIVE 2): Say, Infer as many connection patterns
as you can for the wires inside the circuit-board. Draw here
(point to the figures in the second illustration on the data sheet)
all the ways you think the wires might be connected. Infiere
tantos modelos de conexiones como puedas con los alambres dentro
de la tarjeta. Debuja todos los modos en que los alambres estan
conectados.

ACCEPTABLE BEHAVIOR

For Tasks 4-7, the child constructs each of the following circuit
patterns in any order:
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TABLA DE DATO

Inferiendo Modelps de
Conexiones en Circuitos Electricos

F.
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TASKS 8-13 (OBJECTIVE 3): Give the child a circuit board, or box,
with six exposed terminals labeled K, L, M, N, 0, P. Points
K, L, 0, P should all be connected. M and N should be
connected. Tell the-child, Use the dry cell and lamp to see if _

Points K-L can be used to make a closed circuit. Record your
observations here. (Point to Task 8 on the data sheet and let
the child'carry out your instructions.) Usa'la pila secs y el.
soquet para probar si puntos K-L se pueden hacer circuito completo.
Note su observacion aqui. Now see if points K-P can be used to
make a closed circuit. Record your observation. Ahora note si
puntos K-P se hacen circuito completo. Apunte su observacion.
Allow the child to Proceed. Now see if points K-0 can be used_to
mike a closed circuit. Record your observation. Ahora note si
puntos K -Q se hacen circuito completo. Apunte su observaci6n.
Let the child proceed.

ACCEPTABLE BEHAVIOR.

For Tasks 8-10, the child marks the "closed' column for the
first three pairs.

Ask, Can you now predict if connecting the test wires to
Points P-L will result in a closed circuit? 4Puedes predecir
si conectando puntos P-L resultara en circuito completo?

ACCEPTABLE BEHAVIOR

For Task 11, the child says "Yes."

If he responds "Yes," ask, What is your prediction? Ou6 es su
prediccion?
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ACCEPTABLE BEHAVIOR

For Task 12, the child says connecting the test wires to P-L
will result in a closed circuit or that the lamp will light.
Let him test his prediction if he wishes.

Ask, Can you now predict if the lamp will light when the cell
and lamp are connected to Points 0 and N? 4Puedes predecir
si se prende el grobito (foco) cuando se conectan los puntos
0 y N?.

ACCEPTABLE BEHAVIOR

For Task 13, the child says "No."

Let him make tests and predictions, and inspect the inside of
the box or circuit board, if that is,possible.

I
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APPENDIX G

LAN GUA GE PR EPERENCE
AND ATTITUDE INVENTORY
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-Las siguientes preguntas o declaraciones son acerca de

las actividades en ciencia--actividades en las c.uales ta has

participado. Con un circulo indica la respuesta mfis cerca a to

pensamie.o. Es importante clue indiques con, un circulo_cun..

reSPUe.sta. 66tr-mfis en acuerdo con tus pensamientos y no con los

pensamientos de otra persona.

Ndmero 15 es para tus.comentarios. Escribe tus

coimentarios acerca del idioma hablado en las actividades de

ciencia.
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Creo que las actividades en ciencia que conducimos en clase
las dos semanas pasadas fueron:

A. muy dificiles para comprender

B. a veces faciles para comprender y a veces dificiles 'para
comprender

C. claras y'faciles para comprender

2. Pienso que puedo aprender ciencia mejor cuando se ensefia en:

A. espanol

B. inglds

C. inglds y espanol,

3. El modo que se presentaron las actividades cientificas en
nuestra clasez-las altimas semanas fue:

A. de poco o ningdn valor para mi

B. de algan valor para mi

C. de mucho valor para mi

4. Yo prefiero que la maestra o maestro hable en:

A. espanol

B. inglds

C. _inglgs y espafiol

5. Me gusta hablar:

A. espanol en la clase

B. -inglds en-la clase_,

C. inglds yilespailoi, en la clase

6. Pienso que debiamos utilizar mgs:

A. materiales espanoles en clase.

B. materiales ingleses en clase

c. materiales de las dos lenguas, inglds y espanol
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7. Creo que se debe ofrecer Mds materias (como dritmdtica y
ciencias naturale en:

A. espafiol

B. inglgs

C. inglOs y espafiol

8. El idioma que us6 la.maestra o maestro para explicar las
lecciones plentificas:

fue difici,l Para comprender

B. a veces la compi'endi y'a veces_no la comprendi

C. casi siempre la comprendi

9. Creo que la escuela es mds-interesante cuandor

A. la maestra o maestro dnsefia en espafiol

B. -la maestra o maestro ensefia en inglAs

C. la maestra o maestro ensefia,en inglds y espafiol

10. Cuando yo explico algo, lo hago mejor hablando:"

A. espafiol .

B.

C. inglgs y espafiol

11. Pienso que las actividades cientificas lueron rads interesantes
cuando los estudiantes hablaban

A. espariol

B. ingl6s

C. inglft y espafic9.

12. Prefiero que nuestra lecci64 sea conducida en:

A. espafiol

B. ingigs ""

C. inglgs y espafiol
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13. Si tuviera oportunidad preferfa it a una escuela donde:

A. se usa solamente espanol en las clases

B. se usa solamente ingl6s en las clases

C. se usa ingl6s y esipaftl en las clases

14. .Pongo atenci6n mejor cuando la instruccift' en la clase es en:

A. espaflol

B. ingl6s

C. inglLs y espariol

15. Tocante al idioma que los magstros usin cuando nos ensefian las
lecciorles yo quisiera que

-

MG

4

;
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The following questions/statements are related to the,

activities you have participated in the last ,`few weeks. Circle

the answer that is closest to the way you feel. It is important

that you circle the.ohe y9u feel is most like your feelings and

not those of someone else..

Number fifteen is for your own comments. Write about your

feelings concerning the language used in the science activities.
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a. I feel the science activities we did in class the last two
weeks were:

A. very difficult for me to understand

B. sometimes easy for me to understand and sometimes not
easy to understand

C. clear and easy for me to understand

2. .I think that I can learn science better when it is taught in:

A. Spanish

B. English

C. Both Spanish and English

3. The way science activities were presented in our class the

last two weeks was:

A. of little or no Value for me

B. of some value to me

C. of great value to me

4: I feel better when the teacher talks'in:

A. Spanish

B. English

C. both Spanish and English

5. .I like to speak:

A. Spanish in class

B. English in class

C. both Spanish and English in clas,s

6. I think we should use more;

A. Spanish materials in class

B. English materials in class

C. materials using both the English and Spanish language
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I think the school should offer more'-subjects

.A. SpaniSh

B. English

C. both Spanish and English-

8. The language that, the teacher used in explaining our science
activities was: .

A. not very. understandable

8. sometimes understandable

C. almost always clear and understandable

9. I believe school is more interesting when:

A. the teacher teaches in Spanish

8. the teacher teachei in English

C. the tea teaches in English. and Spanish

10. When I explain something I can 'do it better using:

A. Spanish
4

A

B. English

C. Spanish sometimes and English sometimes

11. I think the science activities were more interesting when the
students talked in:

A. Spanish

8. English

C. both Spanish and English

12. I feel better when our lessons are ini

A. Spanish.

B. English

C. both Spanish and English

,
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13. If',I-had my choice I-would go to a schoch where:

A. only -Spanish2is _used in the classroom

B. only, 'English is used in the classrobm'

C. both ,SPanfsh and English are used in the classroom
.

.

. 14. I am able to.' pay attention better to the cla'sswork when the
instruction is in: ,

.;

Pi: Spanish

English

C. bOth:Spani,sh..and English.

15. With regard 'to the language used by the teachers in the
-teaching' of lessons in our scho.ol I wish
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RAW SCORES
ON FIRST COMPETENCY MEASURE

Treatment Treatment Treatment Treatment
Group I Group II Group III Group IV

School A

5 3 4 4

5 4 3 5

5 5 8 5

5 5 5 4

5 2 5 4

4 4 3

School B

5 5 3 5

5 5 4 5

4 5 3 4

4 5 5 5

4 4 5 4

4 5 4 5

5 5

School C

4 5 4 4

5 4 5 , 4.

5 5 5 4

4 5 4 , 4

5 1 5 5

5 5 5 5-

School D

5 5 4 5

5 5 4 3

5 5 4 4

4 4 4 4

3 5 5 5

5 5 5 4

5 5 5 4

4 4 4
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RAW SCORES
ON SECOND COMPETENCY MEASURE

Treatment
Group I

Treatment
Group II

Treatment
Group III

Treatment
Group,IV

School A

.

Sum

'12
11

10

.10
9

Tr

12
10
9

7

TT

12

10
: 9

8

3Q

11

10.

9

7,

7

.

P-

I 10.167
2

S 1.37
S 1.169

9.500

4.33-
2.082

9.750

2.9
1.708

8.80Q

3.2
1.789

School B

13 13 13 13
13 13 13 13
13 13 13 13

.413 13 13 13
13 13 12 13
13

Sum
12

yu
13

78- 77

Y -13.000 12.833 12.800 13/.000
2 .

S 0.000
S 0.000

School C

13
13
13
12
12
11

um 7T

I 12.333
2

S 0.67
S 0.817

173

0.17 0.20 0.000
0.408 0.44.7 0.000

lj 13 .13

12 .13 12
12 12 12
12 1.1 12
12 11 12

S

6 12
'61- t-T 71"

12.200 % 11,000 12.167
.

0.20 6.8 0.17
0.447 2.608 0.408
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Treatment
Group, II

Treatment
Group III

Treatment
Group IV

School D

13
13

12
12
12
11

Sum TT

I 12.167
2

0.57
0.753

13
13
13
13
12
12

12
12

100-

12.500

0.29
0.535

13
13
13
12

12
12
12
12
VT

12.375

0.26
0.518

13
13

13
12

12
12

12

r37

12.429

0.29
0.535 1.
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Question 1.
..

I' :feel the science acti .

the last two weeks:Ort.;

A, VerYAlfficuif for me to pnderStand .

.

B. Stimefimes easy :for me to undeestand and S.omWme'S 10t

easy to wider :stand .

C. aear and easy for me'Ao. understAnd. .--

, .
. . .

Pregunta 1.. Cr4d/que las. aCtividades en,Oenca que
conducimos en clase lat. .dos semanas pa'sadWfuerdn-:

. _.

A. Muy difici'l para cdmprender:. :..

B. A veces, faciles para,ctimpr.ender y a. veces difi'ciles

para Coinprend0.:-- , ,' .

C. Claras y fgctles para comprender f
.

As indicated in Tablg 7; of 107 ,respondents y percent selected
.

. -

A, 57-percent selected-8 and- 36- percent,-' selected C. In the test

of. Ilgnificance, there was a- difference between A and 8, A and C,

R and C At the ;65 level -B. wa,s*:preferred over
- and C.

- /Question I 4:tillk that I

is "tail #y tri

A. Spanish."",

. B. EngTish
C. Both.S0anisif and "English

, .
Presunta-2. Pienso que puedo aprender ciencia mejor

cuando se--ens-etia en:

A. espanol -
a,/ 'Ingres

ingles y espa6o1

As inditated in Table 7, of 101 t;Aepondents 7 percent selected A,

31. Rprcent selected B and 62 percent selected C. In the test of

significance, there was a difference between A and B, A and C,

..--

can learn "Science better when

.0 and C. At the .05 level C was preferred over A and B.

J

I
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Question.3. The way science activities were presented in

our class the last two weeks was:

A. of little or no value for me
B. of some value to me
C. of great value to me

Pregunta 3.. El modo que se presentaron las actividades

...cientificas en nuestra clase las 61timas semanas fue:

% A. de poco o nig6n valor para mi
B. de algtin valor para mf
C. de mucho valor para mi

As indicated in Table 7, of 101 respondents 3 percent selected A,

20 percent selected B and 77 percent selected C. In the test of

significance, there was a difference between A and B, A and C, B

and C. At the .05 level C was preferred aver A and B.

' Question 4. I feel better when the teacher talks in:

A. Spanish
B. English
C. both Spanish and English

Pregunta 4. Yo prefiero que la",paestra o maestro hable en:

A. espegol
B. inglis
C. ingle's y espa6o1

Asindicated in Table 7, of 101 respondents'7 percent selected A,

24 percent selected B and 69 percent selected C. In the test of

significance, there was a difference between A and B, A and"C,

B and C. At the .05 level C was preferred over A and B.
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Question 5. I like to speak:

A. Spanish in class,
B. English in clasg
C. both Spanish and English in class

Pregunta 5. Me gusta hablar:

A. espaol en la clase
B. ingles en la clase
C. ingle's y espaiiol en la clase

As indicated in Table 7, of 101 respondents 7 percent selected A,

30 percent selected B and 63 percent selected C. In the/ test of

significance, there was a difference between A and B, A and C,

B and C. At the .05 level C was preferred over A and B.

Question 6: 1. think we shOuld use more:
. .

A. '$panish material' In class
B. English material-in'cl,a.Sg
C. materials using both the English-and Spanish language

Pregunta 6. Piensd que debiambs'utilizar mgs:

A. materialeg espaoles en clase
B. materiales ingleses en clase
C. materiales de las dos lenguat,ingles y espaTiol

As indicated in Table7, of 101 respondents8 percent selected A,

4
14'percent selected B and 78 percent selected C. In the test of

'significance, there was a difference between A and B, A'and C,

B and C. At the'.05 level C was preferred over A and B.

. .

uestion 7. I think the school ghould offer more subjects,

A. Spanish
B. English
C. both Spanish and English
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Pregunta 7. Creo que se debe dfrecer m£smateria (Como
aritm6tica y ciencias naturales) en:

A. espafiol
,

B. inglis ,
C. ingle's y espanol-

T

As indicated in Table 7, of 101 respondents 1 cent selected A,

18 percent selected B and 71 percent selected C. In the. test of

significance, there was a difference between A And B,,A an&C1

Band C. At the ,05 level C was preferredoyer. A apf.B. 0,

Question 8. The language that the teacher) used in.

explaining our science activities_ was:
I

1,.
tg,.

.A. not veY understandable ... L., .-
, .

B.. -sometimes understandable ..:. ..,

C. almost always clear and Understandabie °'.*,, -": ,

. .
. Pregunta 8. El idioma que -uso la mgs-tra o maestro Ora

* .

.

.expTi car las 1 ecdones cienthicas: .

. . '?

A. fue.diffcil paracomprender
B. aveces la comprendf y feces no la comprendi
C. casi siempre la comprendf

ti

As indicated in Table 7, of 101 respondents 5 percent selected ,A,
,

33 percent selected B and 62 percent selected C. .In the test of:

significance, there was a difference between A and* B, A4 and C,

B and C. At the,.05 level C was preferred over A andB.
6

Question' 9. I believe school is more interesting when:

A. the teacher teaches in Spanish
B. the teacher teaches in English

the teacher teaches in English band Spanish

. Pregunta 9. Cre& que la escuela es mifs interesante cuando:

A. la. maestra o maestro ensehasen espanol
la maestra o maestro enspena en ingtes

C. la maestra or maestro enseia en ingles y espanol
L
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As indicated in Table 7, of 101 respondents 1 peTcent selected A,

8 percent selected B and 80 perCent selected C. In the test of

significance, there was a difference between'A and B, A and C,

B and.C: At the .05 level C was preferred ever A and,a.

using:

.Question 10. When I'explain something I can do it better

A. S'pahish .

B. Englith
Spants.6:tometimes and English sometimes

Pregunta 10. Cuando yo explico algo, lo hago mejor

hablando:,

A. espaliol
B. ingles
C. -ingle's y espaka

As indk--4ed in Table 7, of 101 respondents 18 percent,selecteCi

A, 44 percent-selected-B and 39. percent selected C. In the test

of significance,.there was a difference between A and B, A and
. : q.

B and C: At the ,05 level, B was preferredover C. ;

. Question ll.- I think the science activities were more

interesting when the students talked in:

IC: Spanish
.

B. English .
.,

C. bothSpanish and English--ref

Pregunta 11. ,Pienso que las activtdades crentificas

,fueron mgs interesantes cuanda los estudi*nte's hablaban en:

A.
B.

C.

espafiol
ingl0s
ingles y espafiol

9
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As indicated in Table 7, of 101 respondents 14 percent selected A,

26 percent selected B and 6Q ,percent selected -C.. In-thetest of
* .

significance, there was a difference between A and 13; A and C,

and C. At the .05 levelp was preferred over A and B,
4V 4.

en:

Question 12. I,feel better when-our lessops'are in:

A. SpanTsh
B. English F.

C. both Spanish and English

Pregunta 12. Prefiero que nuestra leccicin sea conducida

A. espaHol

C.' ingles y espagol

As, indicated in Table 7, of 101' respondents 11 percent selected A,

31 percent selected Band 58 percent selected C. In the test of

significance, there. was a difference between A and B, A and C,

B and C. At the .05 level C was preferred over A and B.

Auestfon 13, If I had my choice I would go to a school

where:,

A: only Spanish is used in the ciasS.room,
B. only English is used in the classroom
C. bath English and Spanish are usedin the classroom

Pregunta 13. Si tuviega oportunida4,,preferia ir a una

es-cuela,donde.:

se us'e sbil-melte,IINVan61 en las Clases
B. ,_se usas'alamqte. tng14s en las Oases

. C. se lisa inegs,b..Y espatiol en las clases

a

'A* indiCated in Table 7, of 101, respondents 5 percent selected A,"'
e0 '

12 percent selected*B and 3,,,pevent selected C. In the test of
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significance, there was a difference- between A and B A and C,

B and C. At the .05 level C wags preferred over A and B.

Question 14. I am able to pdy attention better to the

classwork when the instruction is in: ,

A. Spanish
B. English
C. both Spanish anti English

Pregunta 14. Pongo atencion mejor cuando la instruccion

en la clase es en:

A. espiWol
B. ingl6s
C. ingles y espaliol

As indicated in Table 7, of 101 respondents 10 percent selected A,

31 percent selected B and 59 percent selected C. 'In the test of

significance, there was a difference between A and B, A and C, T

B and C. At the .05 level C was preferred over A and B.

0
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